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• P R E F A C E

The present report encompasses the activities pursued in Spectroscopy

Division during the period 1995-97.

The VTIIth Plan Project on "Development of Optical Components, Thin Films

and Devices" has been brought to successful completion. This has resulted in

setting up of several important facilities such as dual EB gun coating chamber

for fabricatiorr of complex optical multilayer devices and characterisation

facilities for optical surfaces and thin films using Zygo interferometer and

phase modulated ellipsometer. An important achievement in the area of

indigenous instrumentation has been the development of an ICP-AES sequential

monochromator in collaboration with CWS, TPPED and FRD for the analysis of

plutonium product from the spent fuel at the Kalpakkam Reprocessing Project

(KARP). The instrument is now ready for shipment to KARP.

Spectroscopy Division has the responsibility of installing beamlines at

Indus-1. All the sub-systems of the Photophysics beamline and Photoemission

spectroscopy beamline have been tested and final assembly is currently underway

at CAT, Indore. Spectroscopic experiments can commence by the end of the year

provided the synchrotron radiation ring becomes operational.

The Analytical Spectroscopy Section of the division continued to render

valuable analytical service to various divisions of BARC and other units of DAE.

Bulk of the determinations relate to estimation of B, Cd and rare earth

elements, which have high neutron absorption cross-section, in nuclear

materials. In addition, at the request of the Central Ground Water Board

(CGWB), Ministry of Water Resources, pollution studies of ground water samples

collected from in and around north-eastern suburb of Mumbai were carried out.

At many locations, As, Hg and Se, which are highly toxic elements, were found to

be present much above the WHO limits. These findings have been communicated to

CGWB.



Basic research in the area of hyperfine structure and isotope shift studies

in atomic spectra, electronic spectra of simple molecules and radicals, high

resolution FTIR studies of vibration spectra of polyatomic molecules and

multiphoton resonance excitation studies of atoms and molecules using tunable

lasers were vigorously pursued in the division. Highlights of these activities

are presented in this report preceding the respective sections.

Several new activities are being initiated under the IXth Plan. Mention

may be made here about the collaborative programmes with L&PTD on laser cooling

and trapping of atoms and high resolution spectroscopy of uranium isotopes using

a specially developed all-metal hollow cathode discharge lamp.

It is hoped that a perusal of this publication will provide an overview of
the accomplishments by the staff members of Spectroscopy Division. Finally, I
wish to thank Dr. T.V. Venkitachalam for collating all the information and
editing this report.

Head, /pectoa&copv

Place :

Date : June. 25, 1998
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SEQUENTIAL ICP-AES SYSTEM

For the analysis of plutonium product from the spent fuel at the Kalpakkam

Reprocessing Project (KARP), an ICP-AES sequential monochromator system has been

developed in Spectroscopy Division. The monochromator covers a spectral range of

200 nm - 450 nm and has a resolution of 0.02 nm. The grating rotation is imparted

through a precision sine-bar drive mechanism, designed and fabricated at Central

Workshops. The RF power supply (1.5 KW, 27 MHz) for the plasma torch has been made

by TP&PED.

100000 r

Cone,

A calibration plot for the rare earth elements which need to be estimated is

displayed. Limits of detection achieved range from 3 ng/ml for Eu to 35 ng/ml for

Ce. Scientists from FRD and KARP have also participated in performance evaluation

tests. The instrument is being shipped to KARP.
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A-I ANALYTICAL SPECTROSCOPY



A.I.I CHARACTERISATION AND QUANTIFICATION OF TOXIC

ELEMENTS \N GROUND WATER

(P.B. Patil, G.S. Ghodgaonkar and S.S. Biswas)

Water flowing beneath the earth's surface is termed as Ground Water. Being

the source for wells and springs, ground water provides fresh potable water

for most of the human population on the earth. Pollution of ground water is

therefore a serious problem; especially if such pollution occurs near cities

and industrial sites. World Health Organization (WHO) has estimated that

nearly S million human deaths occur every year from polluted drinking water.

Pollutants seep into ground water, mainly through the contaminated surface

water, leak from sewers, septic tanks and oil and chemical spills. Pollution

can also occur from chemical fertilizers and buried radioactive wastes.

Ground water pollution occurs, when people and industries discharge too much

'waste' into the 'water system', thereby causing an imbalance in the "natural

cleaning cycle", The, release of, heavy metals, resulting from mining and

refinery operations, solid waste incinerators, industrial processes and motor

vehicles, cause environmental and consequent ground water pollution. These

metal pollutants, like pesticides are long lasting and can rapidly spread

through the environment. When Ingested, these get accumulated in the bones,

other tissues and organs in human body, causing severe damages to the

respiratory, cardio-vascular and central nervous systems.

The Central Ground Water Board (CGWB) Ministry of Water Resources, Govt. of

India had sought assistance of Spectroscopy Division for pollution-studies of

ground water samples collected from in and around North-Eastern Suburb of

Mumbai. A rapid ICP-AES method of analysing 14 metallic impurity elements

viz. AI, As, Cd, Co, Cr, Cu, Fe, Hg, Mn, Ni, Pb, Se, Sn and Zn in ground

water was adopted for this purpose. The samples were preconcentrated by

evaporation till the_ volume was reduced to one-third of the initial measure

of about 150 ml. For achieving very high sensitivity at ng/ml, sequential

scanning mode, using ICP with high resolution monochromator was employed.



Results and Conclusions

Totally 59 samples were received in three batches for analysing 14 metallic

impuritiy elements. Samples were classified depending on the source like

open wells, bore wells and effluent discharge.

Arsenic was found above the maximum permissible limit(50 ng/ml as per WHO

recommendation), in all the samples by a factor of 1.5 to 3.0. The amount of

mercury present in many samples was about 20 to 30 times the WHO limit (1

ng/ml). Selenium was also present above the permissible limit (10 ng/ml).

Only Cd and Pb were within the limit.

The area under survey is and beyond doubt highly polluted. In some locations

water pollution is at an alarmingly high level, both with respect to toxic

and other elements as well as different sample-types. Effluent samples are

highly contaminated due to industrial waste but even bore wells/open wells,

where supply is used for domestic purposes, are also found to contain toxic

elements-much above the tolerance-limit. (Refer to the report

BARC/1997/E/029 for details). The report on the analysis of ground water

samples has been sent to Central Ground Water Board, Govt. of India, Western

Region, Nagpur, Maharashtra.

A.I.2 SPECTROMETRIC ANALYSIS OF Zr METAL FOR TRACE LEVELS

OF SOME METALLIC IMPURITIES BY ICP-AES TECHNIQUE

(S.S. Deshpande, S.V.N.B. Rao and G.S. Ghodgaonkar)

Zirconium metal is extensively used as a cladding material in nuclear

reactors and power plants. Trace impurities play a significant role in

characterizing its electrical and mechanical properties. The method reported

here determines Hg, Al, Cr, Fe, Mg, Ni and Ti in high purity Zr-metal. It

involves dissolution of pure Zr-metal with a few drops of HF and then

removing excess HF by slow heating. The Zr-solution was mixed with standard

impurity solutions, in proper proportions to get the required set of

standards. JY one metre Czerny-Turner scanning monochromator was used to



measure peak intensities corresponding to each analyte line. The mean

Relative Standard Deviation (RSD) of the method was found to be 2.9% in the

concentration range (0.025-5.00) 77

A.I.3 AN ICP-AES METHOD FOR THE ESTIMATION OF EIGHTEEN TRACE

IMPURITY ELEMENTS IN HIGH PURITY COPPER METAL

(A.S. Rao, P.B. Patil, G.S. Ghodgaonkar)

The quality control of high purity copper is very essential for the

electrical as well as electronic industry. Hence a demand exists for the

analysis of copper for trace level impurities. The copper sample was

dissolved in minimum amount of concentrated nitric acid. The solution was

then nebulized into the argon - plasma, produced by a 56 MHz RF generator

with an output power of 1.5 KW, and using the high resolution sequential

monochromator. Suitable spectral lines, free from interference, were

selected and used after referring to standard tables on ICP-lines.

CalIibration-curves for the impurities were established by using synthetic

standard solutions. The mean RSD o£the method varied from 1.0% to 5.0%, in

the concentration range (0.08 - 5.00) »*g/ml for the different impurity

elements.

A. 1.4 DETERMINATION OF W, Cr and V IN HIGH SPEED

STEEL BY WDXRF METHOD

(S.K. Malhotra, R. Kaimal, S.K. Kapoor and MJ. Kamat)

A set of standards covering the concentration range of the impurities in high

speed steel was prepared by dry mixing the pure oxides WO}, Cr2O3, V2Oj and

Fe^Oj in appropriate proportion. Using boric acid both as binding and

backing material these standards were pressed into double layer pellets of 30

mm dia. at 10 ton pressure. Using X-ray tube with Au(Gold) target,

UF(200) crystal as dispersing element and Flow Proportional Counter as

detector counts were collected at appropriate 2e positions of the various

analyte lines. The analyte lines Cr Ka, 2 (2e = 69.36 and V Ka, 2 (2e =

76.94 have weak spectral interference from V Kp( 2 (2e = 69.13) and 2nd



order of W L/3,5 (2e = 69.36) respectively whereas W La, 2 (2e =43.02) is

free from spectral overlaps. Emperical correction method has been used to

obtain accurate intensities. The percent standard deviation being 1.5%, 2.8%

and 5% for W, Cr and V respectively.

A.I.5 DETERMINATION OF Nb In ZrO2 MATRIX USING WDXRF

TECHNIQUE

(S.N. Jha, S.K. Kapoor, S.K. Malhotra, R.Kaimal,

M.J.Kamat and J.C. Sehra )

A wavelength dispersive XRF method has been developed for the estimation of

Nb in ZrO2 matrix in the concentration range of 0.5 to 35%. Analysis of Nb

is desired during the reclamation of Zirconium from Zr-2.5% - Nb scrap. Zr-

2.5% Nb is used in water cooled nuclear power reactors on account of high

creep resistance and strengths.

Analysis is required to ascertain purity of these metals reclaimed from the

scrap. Primary X-rays from gold target tube were used to excite analyte line

of Kocj 2 of Nb. A linear relation has been found between the intensity of Nb

- Ka, 2 line and concentration in the above range and the detection limit was

0.03% for 10 seconds counting time.

*
Material Processing Divn., BARC

A.I.6 X-RAY FLUORESCENCE ANALYSIS OF RARE EARTH ELEMENTS

IN Sm DOPED GLASS MATRIX

(S.N. Jha, S.K. Kapoor, S.K. Malhotra, R.Kaimal

and M.J. Kamat)

Rare earth doped glass materials have wide application in laser science and

technology. For the indigenous development of such materials knowledge of

their exact composition is required at various levels of processing. With

this aim a method for the determination of Sm and other rare-earths



impurities in Sm-doped glass matrix was developed using WDXRF technique.

This analytical problem was tackled in two steps. First the composition of

the matrix was determined and subsequently the individual rare earth elements

La to Lu were estimated. The determination limit achieved for this method is

100 ppm for most of the rare earth analytes and standard deviation being 3 %.

A.I.7 EFFECT OF Ce3+ION ON THE X-RAY INDUCED FLUORESCENCE
EMISSION FROM CaS

(N.P.Karatyikar, M.J.Kamath, V.P.N.Nampoori*.

M.K. Radrawarrier**, James Joseph*** and

T.R.Radhakrishnan)

The starting materials used for the preparation of phosphors were ultra pure

calcium sulphate, spectroscopically pure carbon powder and sodium thio-

sulphate as a flux. The dopant was added along with the flux to the starting

material. This slurry was dried at 50°C and the dried mass was crushed using

a mortar and pestle. The mixture so obtained was fired in the Central Zone

of a high temperature furnace at 1000°C. The phosphor so obtained was tested

by x-ray diffraction. The sample of CaS with various dopants concentration

of Ce like 0.0]75, 0.035, 0.175 and 0.350 percentages were prepared.

The samples (a few milligrams of the powdered sample spread over approx. 1

cm2 area and glued with suitable gum to the surface of a special planchet)

were subjected to x-ray irradiation. The spectra recorded were analysed.

The undoped CaS showed a broad peak in the visible region peaking at 485 nm.

This peak was interpreted as due to self-activation centres arising from

lattice defects, like vacancies. There were two prominent peaks at 222nm and

275nm in U.V. region in the Ce3+ doped samples. Using the interpretation and

similar observation in the earlier paper by Karanjikar and Naik the detailed

explanation of the crystal field effect on the Ce3* ion splittings was

reported. The experimental details, intensity variation with concentration

and spectra are given elsewhere [2]



References:

1) N.P.Karanjikar and R.C.Naik, Solid State Commun.,

6 i , 1419 (1988)

2) James Joseph etal

Modern Physics Letters B, Vol. 9, 1507 (1995) .—-

* Cochin Univ. of Science and Tech., Kochi

** Maharaja College, Kochi

*** St.Paul's College, Kalamassery

A.1.8 PREPARATION AND STANDARDISATION OF Nd-YAG POWDER FOR

LASER CRYSTAL GROWTH

(N.P.Karanjikar, S.Venkateswaran, A.M.George* and

N.CMishra*)

Preparation and standardisation of Yttrium-Aluminium-Garnet (YAG) powder

doped with Nd3+ was required for the growth oFsingle crystals of YAG. The

preparation of the powder was done by the Chemistry Division. The YAG powder

was doped with various concentrations of Nd3+ right from 0.2, 0.5, 1, 2 and

4.7 percentages. In order to check the dopant spectra and the intensity

variation of the Nd3+ lines with different concentrations an Ar laser was

used to excite the powder samples. The intensities of the Nd3+ lines in the

visible region were qualitatively measured and the concentration quenching at

higher concentration like 1, 2 and 4.7 percentages was observed. A 0.5%

doped YAG-powder sample was found to give maximum intensity in the visible

region. The Nd3* lines at 15082 cm"1, 15676 cm"1,16369 cm ',16420 cm1,18465

cm"1,18578 cm1 were used for the measurement of intensities.

* Chemistry Dn., BARC
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A I M INDIGENOUS 22-CHANNfL DIRECT READING SPECTROMETER

(R.P.Shukla, Sekhar Bhattacharya, Dinesh Udupa,
M.N.Patil, P.P.Khanna, T.Jayasekharan, SM.Marathe,
Sampat Kumar, S.V.G.Ravindranath and A.P.Roy)

A.n.la DESIGN AND FABRICATION

A direct reading spectrometer which can determine several elements in

different samples has been fabricated and tested. The spectrometer is

based on Paschen Runge type of mounting using concave grating of frequency

2550 gr/mm and radius of curvature 1.0 meter as dispersing element (see

Fig.l). The spectrum in the wavelength range of 2000 A to 4000 A is focused

along a Rowland circle of diameter 1.0 meter. The 22 number of exit slits

each of width 100 urn are fixed precisely along the Rowland circle at the

precalculated positions of 22 specific wavelengths. The elements to be

detected are B, Cd, Ni, Cr, Mg, Mn, Fe, Pb, Zr, Be, Zn, Ga, Al, Si, Sn, U,

Hg, Ti, Mo, Cu and Co. Photomultiplier tubes are placed behind the exit

slits to measure the intensity of each spectral line. The signal as

measured by the photomultiplier tube is fed to the integrator system and the

intensity counts for each element channel are counted by the computer

through data acquisition system and displayed on the computer screen.

A.H.lb DAS FOR THE 22-CHANNEL INDIGENOUS ICP SPECTROMETER

a) Fabricated and mounted a termination strip on the spectrometer enclosure,

between DAS and PMTs lo avoid cable tension at the signal, HT and ground

pins of the PMTs and to facilitate easy maintenance. All the 24 PMTs were

positioned in their sockets, wiring between the PMTs and the termination

strip and between the termination strip and the DAS was done. Testing of the

detection system was carried out by applying high voltage to all PMTs and

the dark current was found to be within satisfactory limits.

b) Reproducibility tests on the DAS were carried out for 5 months using a

current source (10 MA to 1 nA) and the %RSD was better than 0 . 1 % .



c) A built in fixed current source for each channel was provided for quick

system testing.

d) PC for the DAS was upgraded to PC-AT-486.

e) The timing sequence of various events in the data acquisition process

were monitored and a chart showing the timing diagram depicting the

required at different stages of acquisition was prepared for reference and

maintenance purpose.

0 Necessary features were added to use PCL-830 (timer/counter card) such

that all the timing requirements of data acquisition activities become

independent of PC clock, making it easier to replace the PC with another if

need arises.

g) Suitable hardware and software were added to incorporate motorised

movement of entrance slit.

h) Several features in software were added, based on the users's feedback,

for easier operation of the system.

A.H.lc PERFORMANCE EVALUATION TESTS

The performance of the polychromator has been tested using ICP as an

excitation source. The RF power supply (2 KW, 27.12 MHz) has been

fabricated by TP&PED. By employing Fassel's plasma torch, working curves

for all the 22 elements have been drawn. Signal to background ratios are

given for the lowest standard in Table 1. The results appear to be quite

satisfactory. For the determination of these elements in uranium using D.C.

arc as excitation source, work is in progress.



DATA COLLECTED ON POLYCHROMATOR USING

ICP AS THE EXCITATION SOURCE

Element

Mo
Cr

Zn

Cd

Be
Co
B

Fe

U

Si

Ga

Pb

Sn

Al

Mn
Mg

Ca
Ti
Cu
Ni

Zr

PMT

(V)

502

601

502

601

601

601

502

502

502

502

502

502

502

502

502

502

710

601

502

807

396

Capacitor

U

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

0.

tf)

001

001

001

001

001

01

01

01

01

01

1

001

001

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Working

Range

(ng/ml)

1-50

10-100

0.25-5

1-50

0.05-100

5-100

0-1.5

1-50

500

5-500

5-50

25-100

10-100

10-100

0.5-20

0.1-10

0.5-100

5-50

0.5-20

25-100

5-100

Blank

Counts

B

1142

18163

6068

4325

14365

5645

4288

66

2453

11534

515

8210

24273

6812

3720

287

13754

8374

3575

51858

5010

Net

Counts

S

675

12701

1553

1667

3079

1074

1270

108

2426

630

86

1327

1041

402

3678

143

34318

5210

625

4124

1205

S/B*

Ratio

0.59

0.70

0.26

0.39

0.21

0.19

0.30

1.64

1.0

0.05

0.17

0.16

0.04

0.06

1.0

0.5

2.5

0.62

0.17

0.08

0.24

* For the lowest standard
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A.m INSTRUMENTATION

(Ajay Kumar R.Sampat Kumar, M.N.Patil, Manika Das

and S.V.Q.Rqvindranath)

A.m.l CONTROL AND DAS FOR THE INDIGENOUS ICP

MONOCHROMATOR

a) Complete system was tested by performing spectrochemical analysis and

results obtained were quite satisfactory.

b) Training on use of the instrument was provided to personnel from KARP,

Kalpakkam.

c) Based on users's feedback, several features were either modified or

incorporated. Some of the features are wavelength search mode during

analysis, deletion and restoration of outlying points in calibration

graph, error trapping at all possible points of data entry, provision for

repeat scan during analysis, provision for picking up average profile

position and variable scan lengths for standards and samples.

d) User manual was upgraded incorporating modifications and new features

provided.

A.ffl.2 DAS FOR THE 22-CHANNEL DC ARC AES

To facilitate testing of the spectrometer with DC-arc source modifications

and additions were made in the software developed. Some of the features are

the following : storage of segmented data, provision for internal standard

ratioing with Ga channel, choosing different internal standards for

different channels, display data with provision to reject data either

element wise or cycle wise, and optional off-line data processing.

A.ffl.3 INTERFACING CARL-ZEISS MICRO PHOTOMETER TO A PC

The interface consists of a stepper motor to move the photographic plate

10



holder, a PC based stepper motor controller and a data acquisition card

comprising of an ADC and a programmable gain amplifier to digitise

transmittance information. A menu driven software was developed in Turbo

pascal to move the plate, measure transmittance, display data, store it on

the hard disk or display already stored data. This was tested and its

performance was satisfactory.

A.ffl.4 UPGRADING DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM OF JY-ICP-AES

In view of non-availability of spares, it was planned to replace the Apple-

He microcomputer with an IBM-PC with TP&PED's collaboration. The IBM-PC

compatible interface card required for collecting data from spectrometer was

supplied by TP&PED and initial tests are in progress.

11



A-IV OPTICS AND THIN FILMS



55 mm — -M

50 mm ~

45 5 mm

Fig. 1. Schematic diagram of the Fabry - Perot elalon.
a - Aluminum housing, b - Fused silica F. P. plate c - Zerodur spacer
element, d - Migh reflection thin film couiing. e - Alignment screw.



A.IV.1 THE DESIGN, FABRICATION AND TESTING OF AN AIR

SPACED FABRY-PEROT ETALON FOR DYE LASER WAVELENGTH

STABILIZATION SYSTEM
(Dinesh Udupa, S.Thakur and R.P.Shukla)

An air spaced Fabry-Perot etalon has been designed, fabricated and tested for

use in a dye laser wavelength stabilization system. The assembled etalon

consists of a pair of plane fused silica plates of diameter 45 mm separated

by an air gap of S.O mm with three zerodur spacer elements placed uniformly

along outer edge of the flats (see Fig.l) surface flatness of these two flats

have been matched with a surface accuracy of A/50 in the central 20 mm

diameter area. The parallelism of two flat surfaces have been adjusted with

an accuracy less than 1.0 arc-second. The inner surfaces of two plates have

been coated with nine layers of alternate antimony trioxide (refractive index

= 2,10) and cryolite (refractive index - 1.35) to give a high reflectivity of

94%. A fineness of 22 was achieved In the wavelength region of 550 nm to 700

nm. Such a pair of F.P. etalon produces a well centred concentric rings when

illuminated by a sodium vapour lamp. For using this etalon for wavelength

stabilization of the dye laser the shift in wavelength is calculated by

measuring the change in the diameter of a particular ring. The appropriate

correction needed for the wavelength stabilization is based on the measured

wavelength shift. The Fabry-Parot plates are also useful in high resolution

spectroscopy to study the hyperfine structure of spectral HnesL

A.IV.2 CHARACTERIZATION OF Sb2O3 FILMS BY X-RAY DIFFRACTION

(N.K.Sahoo)

The phase composition of Sb2O} films were investigated using X-ray

diffraction technique. The diffraction characteristic was recorded on a

diffractprneter, Phillips Analytical Model PW 1729. The wavelength is 1.54438

A of Cu-Ka line. Films deposited at various substrate temperature were

analysed. The results clearly indicated that thin film sample are having

preferred orientation of the crystallites with (111) plane parallel to the

surface of the glass substrate for the temperatures above the ambient. At

higher temperature the orientation towards (111) plane become more prominent.
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A.IV.3 ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL AND STRUCTURAL INHOMOGENEITY

OF Sb2O3 FILMS BY FTIR REFLECTION SPECTROSCOPY

(N.K.Sahoo)

Inhomogeneity in thin films most often poses formidable problems in

developing precision multiplier devices. Hence it is highly essential to

determine as well as to investigate the causes for such optical and

structural changes. During the course of our experiments on Sb2O3 films we

have successfully applied the FTIR reflection spectroscopy to establish a

qualitative relationship between inhomogeneity and size of the crystallites

in the films. It has been shown that for an optimum particle size the films

are homogeneous and the sizes larger or smaller than the optimum one lead to

either positive or negative inhomogeneity.

A.IV.4 INSTALLATION OF VACUUM COATING PLANT (VERA 902)

(S.Thakur, T.K.Kunchur and N.C.Das)

Under the 8th plan project, a sophisticated vacuum coating unit VERA 902 has

been procured from M/s.VTD Vakuumtechnik, Dresden, Germany and has been

installed in the Optical Thin Film laboratory. It has got both resistive and

electron beam gun (2 Nos.) evaporation facilities. Thus one can evaporate

two different materials simultaneously using the EB gun and deposit a thin

film of mixed materials with new refractive index and absorption

characteristics. The system has been made fully operational after taking

several remedial steps, such as, installation of voltage stabilizer,

incorporation of extra cooling system in the industrial water cooler unit,

replacement of the resistance bank in the EB-gun power supply, installation

of emergency pumping system for preventing water flooding of the floor etc.

A.IV.5 DEVELOPMENT OF OPTICAL THIN FILM DEVICES USING

VACUUM COATING UNIT VERA902

(S.Thakur and N.C.Das)

Using the vacuum coating unit VERA 902, a seventeen layered narrow band

filter has been developed. The filter has been optimized for the wavelength
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1226 nm and is being used for spectroscopic work in the Division. A twenty

three layered high reflecting laser mirror has been designed and developed

for ISRO, Bangalore. The measured transmission of the mirror is of the order

of 0.1 % in the wavelength range of 625nm-750nm. Two high reflecting mirrors

having transmission of 0.2% at 520nm wavelength have also been developed for

the Division.

A.IV.6 DEVELOPMENT OF A RF SPUTTERING SYSTEM FOR SINGLE

AND MULTI-LAYER METALLIC COATING

(D.Bhattacharyya and N.C.Das)

A basic vacuum coating unit, consisting of a twenty four inch dia metallic

chamber and rotary pump and diffusion pump has been converted to a r.f.

sputtering system for single and multi-layered metal coatings. Inside the

vacuum chamber two cathodes having diameter of 75 mm have been installed by

making proper feed-throughs at the base plate. A r.f.supply (11.6 MHz and

600W) developed by TPPED has been attached to the cathode. The substrate

holder has been Fitted to the anode which is maintained at zero potential.

The anode system has been introduced using a feed-through system at the top

of the vacuum chamber, provision for water cooling has also been made. The

r.f. supply has been tested by flushing Ar2 inside the vacuum chamber and

putting dummy aluminium targets at the cathode. Installation work of the

cooling system for the cathode has also been completed. Using this unit a

Cu-coated mirror has been developed from a target of high purity copper. A

uniform coating of 100 nm thickness over a substrate diameter of SO mm was

recorded by a Quartz crystal monitor.

A.IV.7 INSTALLATION OF ACOUSTOOPTIC SPECTROMETER FOR
MONITORING OPTICAL THICKNESS

(N.C.Das, T.K.Kunchur and S.Thakur)

An acoustooptic spectrometer (AOS-3S) has been procured from M/s.POLYUS

Research and Development Institute, Russia and installed in the existing

BALZER vacuum coating unit for monitoring the optical thickness of thin film
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coatings in real time. The lamp source of the BALZER optical thickness

monitor (GSM210) is used also as the light source of (AOS-3S) spectrometer.

The light detector, chopper and assemblies for earlier system were removed

and the detector and the monochromator of the (AOS-3S) spectrometer system

have been fitted in the suitable positions. The spectrometer will be used

also to monitor the deposition process of dielectric materials in the vacuum

coating unit and it will enable the operator to obtain data for the coating

parameters in real time. Since it will record the reflectivity and the

transmission of thin film devices throughout the spectral region of 370nm -

1175nm in 3msec, it is a very useful tool for optimization of coating during

deposition process.
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Mechanlcal Layout of the High Resolution VUV Beamline at INDUS-I Synchrotron Radiation Source



A.V.I HIGH RESOLUTION VUV BEAMLINE AT EMDUS-1

SYNCHROTRON SOURCE

(N.C.Das, PM.Raja Rao, P.Saraswathy,

S.S.Bhattacharya and A.P.Roy)

The high resolution VUV beamline has a 6.65 meter off-plane Eagle

spectrometer to coyer the spectral region of 400 A - 2000 A with an average

spectral resolution of 0.005 A. In this spectrometer a concave grating

having groove density of 4800 g/mm and radius of curvature 6.65 meter is used

as the dispersing and focusing element. A preliminary mechanical lay-out for

the beamline is shown in figure. The complete beamline may be divided into

four sections in which the light beam enters from the left end. Starting

from the source side the first horizontal section is the combination of a

fast closing valve, a gate valve, a UHV cross and the first mirror chamber

which are connected by bellows and C.F.flanges having 6 inch I.D. This

section is followed by a 6 inch inclined beampipe and two bellows which

connects the second mirror chamber with the first one. Subsequently the

third mirror chamber is connected with the second one by another 6 inch

I.D.beampipe and two 6 inch I.D.bellows. The second horizontal section after

the third mirror chamber consists of a UHV cross, a gate valve and the

spectrometer tank with slit housing and scanning chamber. To achieve the

required vacuum of 10~9 mbar in the beamline, two 500 l/s turbo molecular

pumps fitted to UHV crosses located at the horizontal sections of the

beamline would be used followed by three SIP's which are fitted to the mirror

chambers and haying pumping rate of 400 l/s. The spectrometer tank will be

evacuated to the final pressure of 10*7 mbar using the combination of a

turbo-molecular pump and two S.I.P.'s having of 500 l/s capacity.

The mechanical design of the off-plane Eagle spectrometer has been finalised.

The grating mount and its drive assembly have been fabricated and the optical

testing of the unit has been completed. Scanning chamber and the

spectrometer tanlL are undeiL fabrication. The second mirror chamber has

already been designed and fabricated. Mechanical design work for the first

and the third mirror chambers along with the mirror mounts is in progress.
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A.VJ PHOTOPHYSICS BEAM LINE AT

(P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, B.N.Rajasekahar, Saraswathy

Padmanabhan, Aparna Shastri, H.A. Khan and A.P.Roy)

Photophysics beam line is designed to carry out photo absorption and

emission spectroscopy experiments at Indus-1 Synchrotron Radiation Source.

The wavelength region of interest is in the VUV-UV 500-3500 A and the

experiments are planned to be conducted at medium resolution (~ 1 A). The

beam line consists of a pre-focusing toroidal mirror to focus the beam from

tangent point on the entrance slit =pf a LJHV compatible Seya-Namioka

monochromator. The. continuum,.frpjnjhesource^ is monochromatised by an

indigenously designed and fabricated Seya-Namioka monochromator with an

average resolution of 1 A. The monochromatic radiation from the exit slit

is focused by a post focusing toroidal mirror on to the sample enclosed in a

UHV chamber,kept at about 1 m away. The beam line operates at a vacuum of p

s 10'9 mbar and several precision mechanical movements like for e.g. mirror

movements and grating rotation, should be imparted under UHV conditions. An

experimental chamber has been designed, fabricated and tested both for UHV

and alignment of experimental ports. A UHV compatible sample manipulator

has been designed and fabrication work is_ in progress. Test assembly of the

beam line is in progress at CAT, Indore.

A.V.3 PROGRESS IN THE MECHANICAL ASSEMBLY OF PES-BEAMLINE

AT INDUS-1 SYNCHROTRON FACILITY

(N.C. Das,S.V.N,Bhaskara Rao, S.N.Jha and A.P.Roy)

The assembly work of the photoelectron spectroscopy beamline is in progress.

The mechanical lay-out of the beamline is shown in the figure. The two

mirror chambers along with the supporting structures are aligned with the

TGM-1400 monochromator which is the heart of the beamline. The two arms of

the monochromator have been fitted through flexible bellows. In order to

isolate the monochromator from the two jnjrror chambers during alignment

using laser beam, windows have been fitted at the entrance and the exit arm

of the monochromator. Two SIP's have been supported on adjustable jacks and
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positioned below the mirror chambers. Fabrication and preliminary assembly

work of one of the two required mirror mounts have been completed and

optical test of the mirror movement is being continued.

A.V.4 MODIFICATION OF THE OPTICAL LAY-OUT OF THE

PHOTO-PHYSICS BEAMLINE AT INDUS-1 SYNCHROTRON SOURCE

(N.C. Das and B.N. Rajasekhar)

For the photophysics beamline, the two toroidal mirrors procured as pre and

post monochromator focusing elements did not have the specified radii of

curvature. The optical layout of the beamline was slightly modified by

changing the relative positions of the mirrors with respect to the source

and the sample position without changing the basic mechanical lay-out of the

beamline. Ray tracing was performed by using the software program SHADOW

and spot diagram was plotted to estimate the image size at the sample

position. It is found that in the modified beamline also the light will be

focused at the sample position within the desired spot size of lmmxlmm.

A.V.5 OPTICAL LAY-OUT FOR THE EXAFS BEAMLINE AT INDUJS-2

SYNCHROTRON RADIATION SOURCE

(N.C.Das, S.NJha and A.P.Roy)

An energy dispersive X-ray absorption spectroscopy beamline has been

proposed to be installed at Indus-2 SRS. Figure shows the schematic optical

lay-out of the beamline. The polychromatic radiation coming from the

synchrotron source will be brought to a focus at the sample position using a

bent Si crystal. The EXAFS spectrum will be recorded simultaneously with a

position sensitive detector. A preliminary optical lay-out has been

proposed.

The beamline wilt consist of the following components:

1. Water cooled slits at a distance of - 15m from the

source.
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Photo Diode Array
Detector

Mirror for Harmonic
Rejection

Synchrotron
Beam Sample

at Focus

Polychromator Crystal, Si(111)

Fig. . Schematic of the proposed EDXAFS
Besmiine at lndus-2 SRS.

2. Four point crystal bender.

3. Two circle goniometer.

4. He filled stainless steel chamber housing the
goniometer and the crystal bender.

5. Telescopic 29 arm allowing independent sample and
detector motion.

6. Pt. or Rh coated quartz mirror.

7. Sample stage with X and Y translation.

8. Photodiode array detector.
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B-I. INFRARED AND RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES
(R.D'Cunha)

Infrared and Raman'Spectroscopic techniques are gaining increasing importance

in the study and characterisation of a wide variety of materials. The

multiplexing advantage associated with FTIR and FT Raman is being

successfully exploited in the study of spectroscopically difficult samples of

biological origin. The high resolution capability and wide spectral coverage

provided by Fourier transform spectrometers permit full analysis of the high

density of spectral lines in the vibration rotation bands of polyatomic

molecules.

The IR and Raman Section of the Spectroscopy Division at BARC has been

engaged in programmes related to basic as well as applied research using

vibrational spectroscopic techniques. A brief overview of the activities of

the group is provided in this review.

Material Characterisation through vibrational

Spectroscopy

Diamond and diamond like carbon (DLC) films are finding wide ranging

applications in various fields and different techniques such as chemical

vapour deposition (CVD), hot filament chemical vapour deposition (HFCVD), arc

ion plating etc. have been used for the growth of good quality films. FTIR

and Raman spectroscopic techniques are found to be extremely convenient in

the optimisation of the growth parameters and characterisation of these

films.

The FTIR and Raman spectra of several samples of DLC films deposited on Cu,

glass and quartz substrates grown by the arc ion plating process (samples

from L&PT Divn, BARC) have helped to provide information on the hydrogen

bonding sites. Raman spectra of several diamond films (grown at IIT, Powai,

Mumbai) at various deposition pressures, showed considerable bonding of the

characteristic t mode at pressures exceeding 60 Torr (0.8% CH4 in H2). The
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increase in width of the band could be attributed to higher degree of

distortion and strain in the lattice.

Concrete admixture samples from RAPP, Kota as well as the Kaiga Project,

Kaiga Site were analysed to provide information on the chemical base (genetic

base) of the admixture from the characteristic bands in the FTIR spectra of

the samples. Uranium metal complexes from FRD, BARC, refractory materials

from the Beryllium Metal Plant, Vashi, DNA samples subjected to high

pressure from FIPLY, BARC are a few examples of the wide variety of samples

investigated in the division by FTIR and Raman techniques.

High Resolution Molecular Spectroscopy

Several molecular systems of interest in laser isotopic enrichment, laser

development programmes and pollution monitoring have been investigated using

Fourier Transform spectrometers, line tunable COZ lasers and ultra high

resolution laser based techniques. High resolution spectra of fundamental,

overtone and combination bands including "forbidden transitions" of several

molecular systems have been studied. Accurate data on line positions and

intensities of these systems have been interpreted to provide precise

molecular constants, transition dipole moments and perturbation parameters.

Sophisticated computer programmes to analyse various types of perturbations

such as Fermi resonance, and 1-type resonance in linear molecules

(acetylene), Coriolis and Fermi resonance in the symmetric tops (deuterated

methyl acetylenes, PH 13CF Br) and asymmetric tops (PH D, PD H, CH F , COF

... ) have been developed and used to fit the data within the precision of

the experimental measurements. Details of the analysis of some of the

molecular systems are discussed in the subsequent sections. Absorption

coefficient measurements of methyl acetylene (D) and CF Br at..various. CO

laser wavelengths have also been measured with an indigenous line tunable CO2

laser.

Raman Spectroscopic Studies

Information from Raman spectroscopic studies such as frequency shifts, charge

in intensities and line widths with change in pressure or temperature, can be
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interpreted to provide information on structural changes, phase transition

and effects of H-bonding Laser Raman Spectra of moel membranes (DPPC, DPPE

etc.) at various temperatures have been studied to provide information on

phase transition in these systems. Interaction of drugs such as Dapsone,

protoporphyrin derivatives (PPD) etc. on model membranes have also been

investigated under various conditions through Raman spectral studies order-

disorder phase transitions in several mixed crystals as well as samples of

Ni(OH)2 under high pressure in a diamond anvil cell have also been studied.

Vibration spectroscopy is thus proving to be versatile nondestructive tool

for the investigation of a wide variety of samples in different environments,

in solid, liquid or the gaseous phase.

B.LI RAMAN STUDIES OF DIAMOND THIN FILMS
(M. Pandey, Sugandhi V., R.D'Cunha, A.K.Sikha
and D.S.Mishra*)

Raman Spectra of diamond films prepared at different deposition pressures of

CH4 and H (0.8% CH4) by the HFCVD technique were recorded on a Spex Ramalog

monochromator. The characteristic 1332 cm"1 band due to the T mode of

diamond was clearly observed in the spectra. At lower deposition pressures

the peak was found to be sharp and more intense, while with increase in

pressure the width of the band was found to increase. Deconvolution of the

broad band observed at higher pressures indicated features characteristic of

the highly disordered form of carbon (nondiamond phase) along with the

characteristic diamond peak.

Raman spectra recorded at different deposition pressures are shown in Fig.l.

The variation in half width of the t characteristic mode and frequency

shift plotted as a function of the deposition pressure are shown in Fig. 2.

The blue shift in the frequency as well as the increased width of the band at

higher deposition pressures indicate a higher degree of distortion and strain

in the lattice.

* HT, Powai, Mumbai
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B.I.2 EPR STUDIES OF DIAMOND THIN FILMS

(M. Pandey, R.D'Cunha, M.K.Bhide and M.D.Sastry*)

The EPR spectrum of self supporting diamond thin films grown by HFCVD (hot

filament chemical vapour deposition) at 40 Torr of deposition pressure of CH

and H2 (0.8 % CH4) was recorded on a Bruker EPR spectrometer at 9.6 GHz

(X-band). The spectrum showed a sharp line at 5 = 2.0027 (FWHM ~ 4 gauss)

overlapped by a broader feature (FWHM ~ 14 gauss). The sharp feature has

been reported to be due to the unpaired electron localised on the carbon

dangling bond and the existence of two lines of different widths indicates

that there are at least two different types of paramagnetic centres.

* Radiochemistry Division

B.I.3 VIBRATION ROTATION INTERACTIONS IN PH2D

(RJ.Kshirsagar, V.AJob, Y.A.Sarma and R.D'Cunha)

The fundamental bending modes of vibration of Phospine-dj (PHjD) appear in

the region of - 750-1300 cm"1. The v (a') (inversion mode) and v (a')

(HPH bend) are of A/C hybrid type while v^ (a") (HPD bend) is one of the B-

Type bands. Separate fit of the bands showed large deviations at high J and

K values and it was necessary to carry out a simultaneous analysis of these

band, where all the interactions are taken into account.

The a, b and c axis Coriolis coupling constants between all the

fundamentals of PH2D have been evaluated using the matrix relation £a =

L"1 C* L where L is the normal coordinate transformation matrix and C a (a =

x, y, z) is thê  skew symmetric matrix obtained by the vector method of Meal

and Polo [1].

The a/c axis Coriolis coupling between v2 and i>4b' b-axis coupling between v2

and v^ and a/c axis coupling between v4b and v^' bands have been included

in the simultaneous fit. The Corolis coupling parameters were initially kept

fixed to the calculated values.
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B.I.4 THE W-W BANDS OF ACETYLENE IN THE 3*xm REGION

- EFFECT OF FERMI AND L-TYPE RESONANCES

(R.D'Cunha, Y.A.Sarma & V.AJob)

The spectrum of Accetylene in the 3 jam region is quite dense due to the overlap

of the f, fundamental, several stretch-bend combination bands and their

associated hot bands. The region is dominated by transitions to the v (E u )
a iK ' V2+V4+V5 ( s u ) levels which are strongly coupled through Fermi resonance.
It is to be expected that combination levels pertaining to the excitation of v

3

and n quanta of v4 or v would be in Fermi resonance with states v +(n+ I)v4+v

and v +v 4 +(n+l)v respectively. Accordingly, we expect two sets of W-W bands

each, corresponding to the Fermi diads :--

(vJ+v4)(nu);(v2+2v4+v5)(nu)1- n

and

Of the two w states resulting from vibrational 1-type doubling of the

(v,+2v + v ) and (v +v + 2 v ) states, transitions to only one of the IT states in

each of the band systems could be unambiguously identified in the observed

spectra. A detailed analysis of these band systems with the inclusion of

various diagonal and off-diagonal perturbations is in progress in our

laboratories. It is proposed to use the measured intensities in the observed

spectra to obtain transition moments and predict transitions to the unassigned

states. Weak features which appear to correspond to the hitherto unassigned

components of the (v2+2v +v s)
n and (v +v4+2v ) n hot bands have been assigned.

B.I.5 THE HIGH RESOLUTION INFRARED SPECTRUM OF THE

vtav2 FERMI DIAD BANDS OF CARBONYL FLUORIDE

(R.D'Cunha, V.A.Job, G.Rajappan, Malathy Devi*

and A.Weber®)

Carbonyl fluoride (COF) has been postulated to be an important intermediate

product in the decomposition of stratospheric ozone by chloro-fluoro-carbons.
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Recent spectroscopic measurements of the statosphere made with balloon borne

instruments revealed several new features that are attributed to COF2 and the

available line parameters were found to be inadequate to interpret the

observed spectral data. The present measurements focus on the bands of

interest in upper atmospheric research, particularly the v band of COF2 for

which no high resolution laboratory data have been reported so far.

The spectra of COF in the region of the v band centered at approximately

1943 cm"1 were obtained with the BOMEM DA3.002 FTIR spectrometer of the

National Institute of Standards and Technology in Gaithersburg at an apodized

resolution of 0.004 cm"1. The data were recorded using a 20.3 cm long cell,

at three pressures ranging from 0.1 to 1.0 torr, a CaF beam splitter and a

liquid nitrogen cooled InSb detector. 44 scans were co-added for each of the

spectra and the S/N ratio was found to be remarkably good. Water vapour

lines in the back ground provided excellent calibration standards

The v level of COF corresponding to the C - 0 stretching mode is expected

to be in fermi resonance with 2vl vibration level. The vx level is also

expected to be perturbed by the 2vi+v6 level through 'b' axis Coriolis

coupling. Analysis of the individual bands were initially carried out to

obtain effective parameters for the vx and 2»z state. Steady deterioration

of the fit to the vx band data, beyond J=26, indicated the onset of

perturbations by the 2v3+v6 dark state.

A global fit of the data to a three state-Hamiltonian was carried out and the

parameters of the unseen state were carefully adjusted to account for the

level crossings at each subsequent J beyond J=26. Because of the strong

correlation between the parameters, especially the band origins of vx and 2v2

states and the Fermi parameter, a damping factor was introduced in the

initial stages of the calculation which was gradually reduced to zero. These

studies revealed an interesting situation wherein a case of axis switching

(interchange of the a and b axes) was observed in the 2v2 state. More than

2600 lines have been fitted with a standard deviation of ~ .00035 cm1 and

molecular constants and perturbation parameters have been obtained for the
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interacting states. The results of the analysis have been confirmed from

computer simulation of the spectra.

• College of William and Mary, Hampton, VA, USA

@ NIST, Gaithersburg, MD, USA

B.l.6 STUDY OF NUCLEAR QUADRUPOLE SPLinWGS EV CF3Br USING

ULTRAfflGH RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY

(R.D'Cunha, Stephen Stone* , Gerry Fraser* and

Malathy Devi*)

Ultrahigh resolution spectra of CF3Br were recorded with a CO2 -side band

modulated optothermal spectro-meter and a molecular beam assembly. 40%

CF3Br in He was expanded through a 60 urn nozzle at a stagnation pressure of

100 KPa.

Based on our earlier measurements of the absorption coefficients of CF3Br

with a line tunable CO laser, side band spectra were recorded in the 9R (28)

and 9R (30) region of the CO2 laser.

Due to the low temperatures (<20K) prevailing in the molecular beam from

adiabetic cooling, most of the high J features in the central Q branch were

suppressed and it was possible to observe the low J, P and R branch features

for the first time. The K structure of the individual manifolds were

completely resolved and the h of S splitting due to the spin (1-3/2) of the

Br nucleus could also been observed.

A computer program to calculate the nuclear quadruple splittings has been

developed and tested using the data reported for the ammonia molecule. The

program also reproduced the IR-MW double resonance frequencies reported for

the vl state of CF3Br.

* Measurements carried out at NIST, Gaithersburg, USA
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B.I.7 STUDY OF HOT BANDS OF ISOTOPOMERS OF METHYL ACCETYLENE
(G.Rq/appan and V.A.Job)

The propyne molecule or methyl accetylene CH3D = CH is a symmetric top of C

symmetry. It has 10 normal modes of vibration, 5 of species A and 5 of

species E. The long carbon chain allows many low lying vibrations. The C=V-

H and C-C=C bending vibrations, vJtE) and i>lQ(E) lie at 638 cm'1 and 331 cm"1

respectively. The isotopomers CD3C » CH and CH3C = CD have the V,o= 1 level

well populated at room temperature and give rise to many hot bands in

different regions.

The spectrum of CD3C = CH in the region 1225-1285 cm'1 shows two prominent Q-

heads at 1256.7 cm'1 and 1251.2 cm*1 According to Boltzmann's equation the

ratio of the number of molecules in the two states v9 and v,0 is given by

= 4.8(300°K), and N10/N9 = 11.4 (195°K). Hence hot band lines due to

transitions from the v levels will have appreciable intensity even in the

low temperature spectrum whereas the hot band lines which are depleted in

intensity must be originating from the v9 degenerate mode. The hot band at

1251.2 cm'1 is depleted in intensity in the low temperature spectrum, whereas

die P and R lines of the hot band from v is clearly seen. The parallel

band with Q-head at 1256.7 cm'1 has the upper state 2i>° + v^ l)(E), and the

lower state vt* ')(E). The hot band with Q-head at 1251.2 cm1 is a

parallel band originating from v*l(E) with the upper state 3v*l(E). The

rotational analysis of the P and R branch lines of these two hot bands were

carried out and the molecular parameters "were obtained.

The 2v9 parallel band of CH3C = CD lies in the region 950-1160 cm'1 with the

Q-head at 992.3 cm1. There are two strong hot bands with Q-branches at

frequencies higher than the main band at 995.05 cm'1 and 993.7cm'1 Initial

identification of die hot band lines have been carried out and the fact that

die different hot band lines belonging to the same Q-head converge to

different places in the Q-head indicate that the hot bands are perturbed.

The possible interactions have to be included in carrying out the rotational

analysis of the hot bands.
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B.I.8 fflGH RESOLUTION FTIR SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES IN
PHOSPHINE-dl (PD2D)

(RJ.Kshirsagar and V.A.Job)

High resolution infrared spectroscopic studies of Phosphine (PH3) molecule

are of importance because of its detection in the atmospheres of Jupiter and

Saturn and as a medium for far-infrared laser emissions. The systematic

study of the vibration-rotation bands of mono-deuterated species, PH2D have

been carried out for the first time by us. The spectra were recorded at an

apodized resolution of 0.005 cm'1 on a BOMEM DA3.OO2 Fourier Transform

Spectrometer using globar source, KBr beam splitter, MCT detector and a 10

meter fixed path length folded gas cell at a PH2D pressure of ~ 0.S torr.

Ground State Parameters of PH2D:

We have found out that the ground state parameters of PH2D reported from the

microwave studies were inaccurate because of an error in frequency of the

100-101 transition. We have obtained the improved parameters by a

simultaneous weighted least squares fit of the ground state combination

differences from v2, v4a, p4b and i>3a bands and the reported microwave

frequencies.

The v, , y4a, vtb bands of PH2D:

The separate analyses of the v (a', inversion mode; 891.91 cm"1) vp (a',

HPH bend; 1093.57 cm'1) and v4b(a", HPD bend: 969.48 cm"1) bands showed large

change in distortion constants from ground state values. The sextic

constants in some cases even changed sign. Some of the lines were found to

be more intense compared to the predicted intensity values calculated from

the separate fit constants. This is because these states are strongly

coupled and the vibration-rotation interactions between them have to be

included in the simultaneous fit to get the complete analyses. From symmetry

considerations and the Jahn's rule it is known that v2 mode can interact with
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through a/c axis Corialis interactions and v^a, mode through b-axis Coriolis

interaction while the vp and vb can interact among themselves through a/c

axis Coriolis coupling.

We have completed the simultaneous analysis of v , va and v b bands

including all possible vibration-rotation interactions between them. The

molecular parameters for these states and the a- and c-axis Coriolis coupling

parameters between the pairs of states of vJvb, v a / ^ b and b-axis Coriolis

coupling parameters between vJv a have been obtained. Several new

assignments of transitions which occur with enhanced intensity in the v2 band

of PH2D have also been made.

The t^a Band of PH2D:

The v a state (1688.5 cm"1, a'), on the other hand is well separated from the

other fundamentals. It was noticed that the effective parameters were not

good enough to fit the transitions with Ka '>9 . The observed minus calculated

wavenumber values were maximum for Ka= 10 level with a sign change between the

J=13 and J=14 indicating a level crossing. THe i> a state can interact with a

nearest 2v2 state ( » 1782 cm"', a') by a b-axis Coriolis coupling. After

including these coupling parameters in the fit, the previously excluded Ka '>9

transitions also fitted nicely with a overall standard deviation of 0.00041

cm"1. The approximate values of the molecular parameters of the 2v2 state of

PH2D have also been obtained.

B.I.9 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPIC STUDIES ON PHASE TRANSITION
IN SODIUM BARIUM CHLORIDE DIHYDRATE Na3 BaCl5-2H2O
AND AMMONIUM BARIUM CHLORIDE (NH4)3BaCl5.2H2O
DIHYDRATE SINGLE CRYSTALS

(Sugondhi V., Susy Thomas, N.P.Karanjikar, A.P.Roy,
M.A.Kandaswamy* and V.Srinivasan*)

Low temperature 273°K to 173°K laser Raman spectra of Sodium barium chloride

(NBC) and Ammonium barium Chloride (ABC) dihydrate single crystals were

recorded to investigate phase transitions, if any, occuring in them. The
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differential scanning calorimetric studies (DSC) of NBC and ABC indicated

thermal anomalies at 267°K and 275°K respectively.

The Raman spectra of these "crystals were recorded on a spex Ramalog 1401

model spectrometer using 514.5 nm Ar+ laser excitation at 500 mW. The sample

was mounted on a cryotip of a variable temperature glass cryostat

indigeneously fabricated. The differential scanning calorimetric studies

(DSC) were also conducted for these crystals. The space group of this

crystal is P /n(C ) with two molecules per unit cell.

Fig.(I) shows the temperature variance of the Raman spectra in the frequency

range 350-750 cm'1. This is the region of the external vibrational modes of

water molecules. Fig.(2) shows the temperature variance of water internal

stretching modes in the region 3200-3500 cm1 in one polarisation geometry

for NBC crystal.

The external modes at 404, 491, 554, 630 and 719 cm1 appear to be narrower

and well resolved up to 267°K and below. Above 267°K the bands appear to

become wider in band width and weaker in intensity. This combined with the

thermal anomaly observed in case of NBC crystals in Fig.(3) at 267°K show

that these are indications of a diffuse order-disorder mechanism involving

water molecules. The internal stretching modes of water at 3273, 3330, 3365

and 3460 cm"1 also confirm the diffuse order-disorder type of transition in

NBC. A prototype crystal BaCl2, 2H2O with eight molecules per unit cell is

reported to have such order-disorder type of phase transition involving water

molecules(l). These belong to be of different types H2O (I) and H2O (II)

occupying crystallographic non equivalent sites. In case of NBC crystals

also one of the two types of H2O molecules are strongly affected by the

diffuse transition around 267°K. The temperature dependence of the external

vibrational Raman mode indicate that H2O molecules which are further apart

from each other and from other cell constituents may have their rotation

affected by the transition.

Our similar studies, though preliminary in nature with ABC crystals do not
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show such transition at 275°K.

(I) J.A.Desilva,.E.A.Mela, J.Mendis Filho, F.F.Germano and J.E.Horeira,

J.Phys.C: Solid State Physics, 19, 3797 (1986)

B.I.10 SPECTROSCPPIC STUDY OF PHASE TRANSITIONS IN p NI(OH)2

UNDER PRESSURE

(Sugandhi V., Chitra Murti, Nandini Garg, SM.Sharma

and S.K.Sikka)

The infrared absorption spectrum of p Ni(OH)2 was recorded in a diamond

anvil cell up to 25 GPa in the region 3400 - 3800 cm1 The IR spectrum

under ambient conditions was recorded and the frequency of the A^ mode was

determined to be 3645 cm1. The frequency of this mode decreases linearly

with pressure at a rate of -0.7 cm"1/GPa. The FWHM of this mode increases

continuously with pressure and reaches a value of 120 cm'1 around 25 GPa.

This behaviour is similar to that of Mg(OH)2. On release this mode

retrieves its initial frequency indicating the reversibility of the high

pressure behaviour. The above work was done in collaboration with Dr.Sikka's

group, HPPD.

B.I. 11 PRESSURE INDUCED AMORPHISATION IN CALCIUM PHOSPHATES

(Sugandhi V., S.N.Vaidya and A.P.Roy)

Polycrystalline hydroxylapitite (HA), hydrated trical-cium phosphate (HTCP),

a tricalcium phosphate (aTCP), dicalcium phosphate hydriate (DCPD) and

dicalcium phosphate anhydrous (DCPA) were subjected to various pressures up

to 10 GPa and the retrieved materials were examined by XRD and FTIR. These

compounds showed amorphization at pressures up to 10 GPa, the pressure being

lowest for HTCP and DCPA. AT low pressures the amorphous phase obtained was

an isotropic. These changes are due to the lowering of site symmetry on

amorphization.

This work was done in collaboration with Dr.S.N.Vaidya of Chemistry Dn.,

BARC.
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B.I.12 FABRICATION AND SETTING UP OF A DETECTION SYSTEM FOR

THE RAMALOG SPECTROMETER :

(N.P.Karanjikar, Sugandhi V., Ajay Kumar and A.P.Roy)

A detection system of the Ramalog Spectrometer includes a cooling unit, a PM

tube a pre-amplifier and a photon counting system. The cooling housing of

the spectrometer started deteriorating in performance. The system was

temporarily replaced by a Hamamatsu cooling unit and Hamamatsu P.M.Tube. The

required stand and other accessories were fabricated and the system was

installed. The system was tested and found to be working satisfactorily.

The spectrometer has started functioning in the normal way.

As a precautionary measure for the malfunctioning of the photon counter in

future, the electronics division was requested to build an indigenous photon

counting system, A photon counting system comprising of a pre-amplifier, a

discriminator and a rate meter was fabricated by Electronics Division. This

system was tested with the spex Ramalog spectrometer.

The system can count 10 pulses per second (pps) to 10* pps of amplitude

ranging from +0.7 V to - 1.5 V in 25 steps. Its performance was found

satisfactory after obtaining a standard CC1 spectrum. This module is to be

used as a spare for the existing Ramalog set-up which counts up to 3 X 106

pps.

B.I.13 RAMAN SPECTRAL STUDIES ON THE INTERACTION OF PDT

DRUGS WITH MODEL MEMBRANES

(S.B.Kartha)

Our earlier studies on the interaction of the PDT - Protoporphyrin derivative

(PPD) with DPPC were continued to obtain further information on the

interaction under various conditions and with other Jipids.

For each study, the samples were prepared by dissolution and the lipid in

CHClj, lyophilisation by drying under a stream of pure N2, drying under vacuum
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and sonication of weighted amount with known double distilled water for at

least 1/2 an hour. PPD (sodium derivative) solution (10 3M) was prepared by

dissolution in double distilled water. The solution was stored under

refrigerating condition in dark until used. The solution was diluted to the

desired concentration first before mixing with the lipid, and the mixture

sonicated again before taking spectra. The resultant mixture was centrifuged

and supernatant liquid removed. The lipid drug mixture which was slightly

coloured due to inclusion of the drug in the lilayer membrane, was used for

Raman spectral runs. Spectra were obtained with 407 nm Kr laser excitation

(50-100 mw) on a spex 0.6 m spectrograph with a liquid N2 cooled CCD detector

at a resolution of 2-4 cm"1

Temperature effects were studied by cooling or heating the sample, mounted in

a thermostated cell, using a circulating coolant bath. Spectrum at each

temperature was obtained only after allowing the sample to remain at least 5

inns at the required temperature. Samples were exposed to laser radiation

only during the spectral recording times, though our earlier studies have

shown no noticeable effects even after 30 mns continuous irradiation.

The studies carried out so far are

1) effect of different concentration of the drug in DPPC

2) Studies of the drug with other membrance lipids like spingomylin

3) Effect of the presence of cholesterol in the model membrane DPPC

4) Studies on the effect of irradiation with laser on the durg as such

and the drug membrane mixtures

The studies lead to the following conclusion.

The durg PPD penetrate into the membrane bilayer at room temperature. The

drug appears to be trapped in the region between the two lipid layers, as

seen from the change in the Raman bands corresponding to CH3 torsion mode and

the C-C stretch modes. The phase transition temperature is lowered by 7-8°C

confirming the above conclusion, since a distorted end methyl group will

facilitate the disruption of the interchain interaction. The drug as such or
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irradiated with laser does not react with membrane lipids. Other membrane

components (eg. membrane proteins) are required to transport the drug into

the cell, accross the membrane and drug reaction may be only with other

cellular components, and not the bilayer. Spectra obtained at 10'5, 10"* and

10s M concentrations of PPD showed that the concentration of the drug when

used for therapeutic purposes, should be less than 50 mg/kg body weight (Mol.

wt. 8 PPD-Na = 607 gms, 1 kg body = 800 gms water) to avoid damage to cell

membranes. (Normal PDT dose used for therapy are in the 2-5 mg/kg body

weight).

Spectra recorded at George Harrison Lab, MIT, MA, USA
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B.H. MOLECULAR ELECTRONIC SPECTROSCOPY

(T. K.Balasubramanian)

Weil over half a century after the quantum mechanics of the rotating diatomic

molecule in relation to its electronic structure was firmly expounded by the

pioneers in the field, diatomic spectroscopy still remains an area of avid

pursuit as may be judged from the sizeable journal space it claims in the

current spectroscopy literature. It is not surprising therefore that the

study of the electronic structure of simple molecules and radicals, having

held a prime place during the early years of the Spectroscopy Division,

endures as an active area of research to this day. In the articles that

follow, the research efforts of the Molecular Electronic Spectroscopy Section

are highlighted.

The high resolution investigations of the electronic spectra of A1C1, GeS,

SbO and InCI+ carried out using the large 10.6m Ebert grating spectrograph

are first discussed. In A1C1, the rotational structures in die 0-0 band of

the 3n0,i ~* X'z+ subtransitions were reanalysed in order to resolve

ambiguities in the rotational quantum number assignments reported earlier.

In the study on GeS and SbO, use of enriched isotopes (70Ge, 74Ge or l2iSb)

enabled simplification of the spectra which otherwise remained less tractable

due to the isotopic composition of natural Ge and Sb. Since one had to use

just milligram quuantities of these isotopes, special excitation techniques

had to be resorted to in this kind -of study. The investigation of the

vibronic intensity distribution in the A'n —» X lz+ transitions in 70GeS in

relation to the Franck-Condon distribution, and detailed rotational analysis

of typical bands showing much less evidence of perturbations in the A'n state

in contradistinction to the situation in the isoelectronic diatomic SiSe, are

notable results. Exquisite hyperfine struturue (hfs) has been noticed in the

rotational lines of bands in the B2£+ -> X2!* transition in the InCl+ cation.

In the analogous transition in the isovalent molecule InO the hfs has been

investigated at sub-Doppler resolution by combining the powers of traditional

and laser spectroscopic techniques.
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In order to overcome the limitations imposed by traditional photographic

photometry, the Section has been striving to switch its high resolution

investigations on to the emission port of the BOMEM FTS machine. Besides

affording the advantages of multiplexing and large throughout leading to

better sensitivity, the use of the FTS obviates the need for expensive (and

hard-to-procure) photographic plates and brings within the ambit of

investigations, transitions inaccessible by photographic detection.

Additionally, the method generates realistic intensity data of quantitative

significance.

An old 3m normal incidence concave grating VUV spectrograph has been

recommissioned and research activity initiated on it after installing a new

grating. The objective is that some of the exploratory VUV spectroscopy work

may be undertaken on this machine here before carrying out a more elaborate

experiment at the INDUS-I synchrotron facility.

The theme of forbidden spectra has been engaging our attention for many

years. In this context our quantitative elucidation of the rotational

intensity distribution in the a3n -» x 'z + intercombination transition in GaH

has unravelled subtle underlying intensity mechanisms. In the A-band of the

atmospheric oxygen system involving the doubly forbidden transition b'z+ —>

, the correlation of the measured intensities of electric quadrupole

lines to the theory developed by us, represents another interesting result.

Intimately connected with the theme of forbidden transitions is the question

of radiative decay channels and lifetimes of metastable states in atoms and

molecules. The problem of radiative lifetimes of the first excited states in

the HBr cation as well as in the singly ionized atoms of the boron group and

alkali elements, has been addressed from this point of view. Another

important effort on the theoretical front is the accurate calculation of

rovibrational matrix elements of the higher order multipole moments of the H2

molecule. The results are used to predict the absorption intensities of zero

phonon features in the characteristic infrared spectrum displayed by H2 in

the crystalline phase. In the field of quantum optics, the properties of

squeezed light have been investigated.
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B.n.l ROTATIONAL ANALYSIS OF THE 0-0 BAND OF THE

a ?II - X 'z+ TRANSITION OF A1C1

(M.D. Saksena, V.S. Dixit and Mahavir Singh)

The high resolution studies of the 0-0 band of the a3n-XlE+ transition

were first done by Ram et al (1) and later, independently by Mabieu et. al.

(2). Though these studies were based on the microwave data for the X *E+

state (3), there were apparent discrepancies in the J-numbering of the

rotational lines. This observation clearly merited a re-investigation of the

rotational structure of the 0-0 band of the a3n - x ' s + system lying at

407.36nm. We have photographed this band at a resolution superior to what

was employed by earlier workers.

In our spectrogram it was easy to pick out Rj, Q2, Pj (a 3n - X lz+ subband)

R and PjCa3!^- X'z+ subband branches. Once the branches were identified

(employing the standard procedure) the rotational analysis was straight-

forward. No apparent combination defect was noticed. We were also able to

assign quite a few members of all the five branches of the A137C1 isotopomer.

When we compared the present rotational assignments with those of Ram et al

(1), it was found that their J-numbering of R, branch should be raised by 3.

The branch identified by them as P, is, in fact, the R, branch belonging to

the A137C1 isotopomer.

For determining the final set of the cotataional constants, all the lines of

both the isotopic species were subjected to a least square fit using Zare et.

al's (4) programme, keeping the ground state constants fixed at the microwave

value (3). The constants thus determined for both the isotopic species are

given in the Table below:
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Table

Rotational constants and the band-origin of the

a V x l z + transition of AlCl (cm1)

9

Bo

D ; x io6

AI35C1

24614.954(6)

0.2513299(25)

0.23450(50)

64.047 (5)

Al^Cl

24614.801(6)

0.2454191(70)

0.22245(220)

64.132(5)

q' x 105 0.472(30)

B ;

D ; x io6

No. of Lines

Std. Dev.

of fit

0.24312456*

0.25001*

316

0.024

0.23741359*

0.23836*

185

0.033

* : Fixed to microwave value, Ref. 3
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B.II.2 INVESTIGATIQN OP THE A'n- X'z+ SYSTEM OF 70GeS
AND 74GeS: VIBRATIONAL STRUCTURE ANALYSIS

(Sunanda Krishnakumar, BJ, Shetty and

T.K. Balasubramanian)

m

An exhaustive study of the electronic transition A'n- _Xlz+ in germanium

monosulfide (GeS) has been undertaken. IN the first phase of the work we

have carried out the gross structure analysis of the A-X bands in the

specific isotopomers 70GeS and 74GeS and studied the intensity distribution

in the vibrational structure.

The spectrum of 70GeS/74GeS was produced by running a microwave discharge

through a sealed quartz tube containing milligram quantities of enriched

isotope 70GeS/74GeS and sulfur along with neon at a pressure of 5 Torr. The

extensive vibrational structures of the A-X transition of 70GeS and 74GeS

were recorded on Kodak SAl emulsion on a 3.4m Ebert spectrograph with a 600

grooves/mm grating. The band heads were measured against Fe lines excited in

a hollow cathode discharge. For quantitative intensity measurements, the A-X

bands of 70GeS were scanned on a half metre grating monochromator having a

photomultiplier detector connected to a chart recorder. The spectral

response of the instrument was normalized using a tungsten filament standard

lamp.

The A-X system occurs in the 270 -430 nm region and consists of red-degraded

bands with clearly discernible sharp heads. Since we have isotopically pure

spectrum, identifying the band heads and arranging them in a Deslandres

scheme [1] was quite simple. In the present studies many new bands were

identified in the 380-430 nm region and were assigned to the A-X transition

by extending the vibrational scheme. For all the bands, the measured

isotopic shifts were found to be consistent with the proposed vibrational

numbering. The vibrational constants were determined by fitting

simultaneously all the bands belonging to both the isotopomers 70GeS and
74GeS in a least squares procedure after incorporating the appropriate

isotopic transformation relations. The ground state vibrational constants of
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70GeS so determined agreed with those of Uehara et al. [2] from semiconductor

diode laser (SDL) measurements.

For the A!n state of 70GeS, we have obtained the following improved set of

constants after fixing the ground state constants at the SDL values (in

cm"1). A

vv = 32887.5(2) w0 = 378.87(7) woxe = 1.628(6)

In extensive systems of this kind the correlation of the observed intensities

to the Franck-Condon distribution is expected to provide independent

corroborative evidence for the correctness^ of die vibrational[analysis. This

prompted us to study the Z-X vibronic intensity distribution in a

quantitative way which led to the inference __pf linear (relative) variation of

the A-X transition moment M(rv.v.) with the r-cenfl-oid in the range 1.97 A a

•70.011 s 2.41 A . In the present method jof excitation, the population among

the vibrational levels of the A state showed equilibration at an effective

vibrational temperature Tv * 2360° ± 100°K. The observed and calculated

intensities compared to within 10%. In the next phase of work, we plan to

carry out a detailed rotational analysis of the A1!! - X'z+ bands. " r
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B.H.3 HIGH RESOLUTION INVESTIGATION OF THE A'n - x ' z +

TRANSITION IN 70GeS
(B.J. Shetty, Sunanda Krishnakumar and T.K.

Balasubramanian)

The electronic spectrum of germanium monosulfide (GeS) reveals a strong band

structure in the 270-430 nm region arising from the Aln -» X ' l + transition.

A comprehensive elucidation of the rotational structure in these bands is
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rendered difficult due to the presence of several stable isotopes in natural

germanium which causes the structures due to the several isotopomers to

overlap. It is therefore desirable to study the spectrum due to a single

isotopomer. We have just taken up the high resolution study of the A-X

system in the specific isotopomer 70GeS.

For high resolution analysis, suitable bands of the A-X system in the

specific isotoper 70GeS (excited as explained in the preceding article) were

photographed in die 3rd order of a 10.6m Ebert grating spectrograph at a

reciprocal dispersion of -0 .18 A/mm. Rotational lines were measured against

iron lines emitted by a hollow cathode lamp.

As of now, we have completed the rotational analysis of 14 bands belonging to

the A-X system involving the Aln (v=0-9) and X*z+ (v=0,l) levels. The final

set of constants were determined by a simultaneous least-squares procedure in

which the optical spectroscopic data from all the bands analysed in the

present studies were merged with the more accurate data based on

semiconductor diode laser and microwave measurements with appropriate

weights.

GeS is isoelectronic to SiSe and isovalent.with SiO and SiS. In the last

three molecules the A'n state is known to be extensively perturbed by many

singlet and triplet states. In contrast, in GeS, we could observe just one

localized perturbation in each of the vibronic levels AIn(v=4,5 and 9). In

future more bands will be rotationally analysed so that higher vibrational

levels of the X ' l + state could also be well characterised. Next, by

extending the analysis to bands in the 74GeS isotopomer, the possible states

perturbing the A'n state will be identified.
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B.H.4 THE ELECTRONIC SPECTRUM OF THE ANTIMONY

MONOXIDE RADICAL

(M. Singh, R. Venkatasubramanian, Sheila Gopal

and T.K. Balasubramanian)

The B2z* - X 2n, , , transition:

High resolution studies of the electronic spectrum of SbO radical were

further pursued. The 0-1 band of the B V - X\n transition at 4271.29 A

was photographed at high resolution using the single isotope of antimony,
l2 lSb. An unambiguous analysis of its rotational structure has been

performed and more precise rotational constants determined by a simultaneous

linear least squares fit of all the rotational lines of the 0-1 band analysed

in the present work, as well as those of the L-0 and 0-0 bands analysed by

earlier workers. These constants are given in Table 1.

Table 1.

Rotational Constants and Term Values for the

- x \ n transition of 12lSbO

State Vibrational Tv

level (u)

Dv x 10°

1 24769.234(18) 0.326756(64) 0.5054(120) -0.06899(33)

24199.390(08) 0.330632(58) 0.4697(034) -0.07088(20)

X\n 1 805.465(11) 0.354930(60) 0.2810*

0.00 0.357391(58) 0.3045(061)

* Kept frozen in the least squares fit.

Values in parentheses are the standard deviations in the last digits quoted.
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The H2n3/2 - X2nJ / 2 transition:

Overlapping the 0-1 band at 4271.29 A, there is rotational structure of a new

band which has only two series of rotational lines. These stand out clearly

especially at higher J. This band has been correctly identifed as the 0-6

band of the recently discovered H 2 !^ - X 2 ^ transition and has been

analysed for its rotational structure. The rotational constants determined

from a simultaneous linear least squares fit of the rotational lines of this

(0-6) band and also those of the 0-4 band analysed by earlier workers are

given in Table 2.

Table 2

Rotational Constants and Band-origins (Cm*1) for the

0-4 and 0-6 bands of the H\n - x \ n transition of l2 lSb0

Band v0 B'y D v x 10* Bv Dv x 106

0-4 24918.566(5) 0.286074 0.3341(27) 0.348393(27) 0.286 *

0-6 23385.166(9) " " 0.343602(31) 0.2886(33)

• Kept frozen in the least squares fit

Values in parentheses are the standard deviations in the

last digit quoted.

The B2S* -- X2n,,, transition

The 0-0 band of the B2!* - X*um transition has been photographed at high

resolution using the single isotope of antimony l21Sb. For such a transition

one would expect to see the S,» branch on the high-frequency side, forming a
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clear head. Surprisingly, this branch is completely absent, and therefore

only a single head formed by the R, branch is seen at 3774 A. Out the

remaining five branches, atleast three are clearly seen and have been picked

out. The rotational analysis is in progress and it should be possible to

analyse the spectrum unambiguously because the rotational constant of the

B2!* state are correctly known.

The C2E - X2nr transition:

The 2-0 and 3-0 bands of the C-X\n transition at 3241 A and 3194 A,

respectively, were photographed at high resolution using the single isotope

of antimony l21Sb. Though three branches could be picked out easily in each

of these bands, an unambiguous analysis of its rotational structure could not

be performed. This was due to the fact that no help was available regarding

the A doubling in the X 2 ^ state, nor is the B-value in this state known

correctly from analysis of other transitions of SbO. Here again, the SR

branch expected for a . ^ - \/z transition on the high-frequency side and

which should have formed a red-degraded head is completely absent. The

analysis of these bands will be similar to that of the B*£* - X \ transition

described in the preceding section and would closely follow that work. The

nature of the C state as h. will further be proved by the rotational analysis

of the 0-0 band at 3551 A of the Ch - X\n transition. This band should

be double-headed, one formed by the R2 branch and the other by Q2, similar

to the rotational structure of the _B2z+ - X 2 ! ^ transition.
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B.D.5 ROTATIONAL AND HYPERFINE ANALYSIS OF THE (0,0)

BAND OF THE B V - X V SYSTEM OF INDIUM MONOOXIDE
(W.J. Balfour*, M.D. Saksena, B.J. Shetty, J.M.

Brown**, R.F. Barrow*, I.B. Malcolm* , AM. James**
***

and B. Simard )
*Department of Chemistry, University of Victoria,
British Columbia, Canada
** Physical and Theoretical Chemistry Laboratory,
Oxford, UK
*** Steacie Institute for Molecular Sciences,
National Research Council, Ottawa, Canada

The InO molecule has been produced in a molecular beam using a laser

vaporisation source, and its (0,0) band near 428.2 nm, has been studied by

laser-induced fluorescence at sub-Doppler (~ 0.005 cm1) resolution. The

spectrum is characterized by impressive nuclear magnetic hyperfine structure

due to the Il5ln nucleus. Analysis of the rotational and hyperfine structure

in the band indicates that the transition is B ^(Case bps) - X 2z+(Case bp,)

in which there is a large hyperfine splitting in the upper state and a

predominantly spin rotation splitting in the lower (ground) state of the

molecule. The band origin, fM, lies at 23332.296 cm"1, and. derived

constants, in cm1 , for the two v=0 vibronic states are as follows:

B2Z

0.3265138(68) 0.3174143(68)

0.127826(82) 0.032152(97)

4.92(63) X Kh6

0.04204(19) 0.35938(23)

0.01907(55) 0.00385(71)

-0.0217(25) -0.0243(30)
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B.0.6 SPECTRUM OF GROUP fflA HALIDE IONS (
(M.D. Saksena, V.S. Dixit and Mahavir Singh)

There is great paucity of data on Group I HA monohalide cations. This is

probably related to the generally harsher conditions required to produce ions,

especially in excited states. InCl+ is the only ion whose high resolution

spectrum has been obtained so far (1). We have been concentrating on the

spectrum of InCl+ and InBr+. These spectra are also expected to exhibit hyper

fine structure since "5In atom has a nuclear spin I = 9/2.

The spectra of both, lnCl+ and InBr*, have been excited in a hollow cathode

lamp (400V, 40-80 mA). The most intense bands of the B h+ - X h:+ system of

InCI+, viz. 0-5, 0-6 and 0-7 bands, were initially recorded using a 1.5m

double pass Jobin-Yvon (THR-ISOO) monochromator giving a resolution of about

0.08 cm1 , where the hfs was just getting resolved. Later, the same bands

were photographed using the 10.6m Ebert grating spectrograph in the 3rd order

on Kokak S.A.I emulsion. In the three bands, away from the head the P-branch

structure is resolved and it is noticed that the wjdth of the P-branch hyper

multiplet increases with v" as we move from 0-5 to 0-7 band (v" =^5-7). The

resolution obtained is of the order of 0.06 cm"1. In an effort to get still

better resolution it is planned to record the same spectrum on the F.T.

spectrometer.

Along with the bands of the B-X system of InCl+ excited in the hollow cathode,

we have been consistently observing two'strong spectral features with peaks at

249.0 nm and 263.5 nm. These look like close sequence bands with no apparent

rotational structure. Similar features, have been observed at 262.5 nm and

279.0 nm for the first time when InBr3 is used, instead of InCl3 as the starting

material. The spectra were photographed using the 3.4m grating (15,000.p.i, I

order) spectrograph. The chemiluminescence study of Glenewikel-Meyer et. al (2)

has attributed these spectra to the C hm - X H* and Chjn - xh.+ sub-

systems in InCI+/InBr+. Efforts are being made to photograph these spectra at

somewhat better resolution so that vibrational analysis can be attempted.
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B.D.7 QUANTITATIVE STUDY OF BRANCH INTENSITIES IN THE

a3n - X ' E + , 0-0 BAND OF GALLIUM MONOHYDRIDE

(Omana N., BJ. Shetty and T.K. Balasubramanian)

The electronic spectrum of the gallium monohydride (GaH) molecule in the

visible region is characterised by the occurrence of the a3n - X ' l +

intercombination system. From a rigorous treatment of the intensity

mechanisms we have recently shown that in such a transition the rotational

intensity distribution is governed by two vibronic and four rovibronic

transition moments. The a-X transition in GaH affords a happy instance on

which to test our intensity modelling. The two reasons for this choice are

(1) The molecule involves the heavy atom Ga so that the spin-orbit effects

may be expected to be large. (2) Being a hydride, its rotational constant is

large enough to enable one to look for orbit-rotation perturbation effects.

It was with this idea that we thought of- studying the branch intensities in

the a-x transition of GaH quantitatively. For this purpose, the rotationally

resolved structure of the 0-0 band of this system lying in the region 530-595

nm was recorded on a Spex Ramalog double monochromator equipped with photon

counting detection system. The response of the monochromator - detector was

normalised using a tungsten filament standard lamp. The intensities of the

rotational lines, in all the three subbands were measured. The transition

moments, (both vibronic and rovibronic) governing the rotational intensity

distribution were obtained by seeking a least squares fit of the measured

rovibrational intensities to theory after ascertaining the existence of

thermal equilibrium among the upper rovibronic levels. The preliminary
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results indicate that besides the two dominant vibronic moments originating

in spin orbit perturbation, rotation-electronic perturbations too contribute

to the rotational line intensities.

B.D.8 FOURIER TRANSFORM EMISSION SPECTROSCOPV ON

'BOMEM' FTS

(A.P. Mishra, V.P. Bellary, R.J. Kshirsagar and

T.K. Balasubramanian)

In order to make use of the emission port of the BOMEM Fourier traansform

spectrophotometer (FTS) that has been in _ operation in the Division, certain

feasibility experiments had to be caarried out. Based on previous

experience, an exploratory spectrum of Hg waas recorded in the 50,000-4,000

cm'1 region by using a mercury microwave discharge lamp. The results

demonstrated that the instrument has the potential for being used in the

emission mode with good signal to noise (S/N) ratio. In fact, the S/N

improves further with the use of narrow-bandfitters, _ Next, the emission

spectra of Hg and of the rare gases Ne, Kr and Ye were recorded on the BOMEM

FTS to look for certain atomic as well as molecular transitions. ~ The atomic

transitions, in which we are interested, are mainly forbidden transitions

within the multiplet states (3P°2 ,J arising from the first excited

configuration of these atoms. The spectra recorded at moderate resolution

did not show evidence of the forbidden atomic transitions. However, the

spectra presumably contain molecular transitions characteristic of the

dimers. Further work is to be carried out at high resolution and under

different source conditions.

In continuation of these experiments we also recorded die emission spectra of
N2 and S2 molecules with good S/N. These molecules were excited by
microwaves in sealed (quartz) tubes. The resulting spectra will be used to
carry out extensive and systematic intensity measurement of rotational lines
in the first positive system, B3n ~ A3z*, of N2 and the main system, B3z" —
X V , of S2.
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B.n.9 PHOTOMULTIPLIER DETECTOR FOR UTILIZATION OF BOMEM

FOURIER TRANSFORM SPECTROMETER IN UV-VISIBLE REGION

(V.P.Bellary, R. Sampath Kumar, S.V.G.Ravindranath,

RJ.Kshirsagar, A. P. Mishra and T.K.Balasubramanian)

The BOMEM F.T. Spectrometer FTS that is in operation in our division has a

silicon detector for recording spectra in the UV-visible region. With the

realization that much of the emission work in diatomic spectroscopy could

be carried out on the BOMEM FTS., we had in the past conducted a few

feasibility experiments by switching the machine to the emission mode. The

results suggested that the detection system could be improved by

incorporating a photomultiplier tube. For this purpose, a PMT with

suitable optical lens system is designed as an attachment to the

spectrometer. Also, the required electronic circuits for interfacing the

PMT to the machine were designed and tested with success. For final

incorporation of these attachments, a printed circuit board is designed and

prepared. Further work is in progress.

B.D.IO RESEARCH ACTIVITY ON THE 3m VUV SPECTROGRAPH

(A. P. Mishra, B.J. Shetty, R.P. Shukla and

T.K. Balasubramanian)

Our division is involved in the development of some of the beamlines at the

Synchrotron Radiation Source INDUS-l- at Indore. It was proposed to

recommission the 3m VUV concave grating spectrograph in our division, so

that certain preliminary experiments can be carried out here at BARC. For

this purpose a new holographic concave grating was procured for this

spectrograph. Prior to mounting the grating, its surface curvature and

ruling density were measured using the testing facility available in the

optics section of our division, to ensure conformity with the

specifications. The new grating was then mounted and the best focusing was

achieved first in the UV (air) region using Hg-pen lamp, Fe-hollow cathode

aand Thl4 electrodeless discharge lamp as sources. Side by side, the

pumping system of the spectrograph had to be refurbished. This involved
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overhauling of the rotary and diffusion pumps, replacing many worn out

vacuum couplings, fixing of new gauge heads etc. After these efforts, a

vacuum of 10!4 torr could be achieved inside^ the spectrograph tank.

Finally, to get the best focusing in the VUV region, finer adjustments to

the grating mount were effected. In _ order to .evajuate jhe overall

performance of the spectrograph, the fourth positive emission spectrum of

CO (A'll - X!z+) was recorded by exciting it in an electrodeless microwave

discharge. The spectral setting (2500 - 1100 X ) was such that besides

these bands, the spectrum also contained a few atomic lines (the La line of

hydrogen at — 1215A* and lines due to carbon, oxygen and nitrogen). These

atomic lines and the band heads of CO were found to be satisfactorily

sharp. Experiments are underway on this spectrograph by some of the

members of synchrotron group in our division to look for certain VUV

transitions in the PN and N2 molecules.

B.O.ll AB INITIO MULTIPOLE MOMENTS OF THE H2 MOLECULE
(A.P. Mishra and T.K. Balasubramanian)

The matrix elements of multipole moments (Q ) of H2 among other things,

find applications in the understanding of its infrared spectrum peculiar to

its condensed phase. Because of its simplicity, the properties of the

hydrogen molecule can be calculated quite accurately from first principles

which can be compared with experimental results. Fairly accurate ab initio

matrix elements of the first two non-vanishing moments Q2 and Q4 (for

centrosymmetric charge distribution, like in H2, L is restricted to even

values) are available, which have been used for the elucidation of

absorption features in the infrared spectrum of solid H2. Recently, Komasa

and Thakkar (Mol. Phys. 78, 1039, 1993) calculated very accurate bond-

length dependent muitipole moments of H2 up to rank 10 and their

expectation values in certain of the rovibrational levels. However, no

off-diagonal (M = 0 and / or AV = 0) matrix elements, which are needed to

correlate the theoretical intensities of the most recently measured (Phys.

Rev. Lett. 73, 2833, 1994) 26 and 28 - pole field - induced (extremely

weak) rotation vibration transitions in solid H2, were reported. We
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therefore thought it worthwhile to generalize the results of Komasa and

Thakkar by computing not only the diagonal but also the off-diagonal

rovibrational matrix elements V'J7QL/V"j"> for the free H2 molecule for

moments up to rank 10. The effect of the intermolecular potential on these

matrix elements when the molecule exists in the solid phase was also

studied and found to be negligible. These results are used in the table

below to elucidate the absorption intensities of some of the zero-phonon

infrared transitions in solid H2. Computation for the other isotopomers of

H2 is in progress.
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Comparison of theoretical and experimental absorption
intensities of some zero-phonon transitions in solid p-H2

Moment
Rank (L) (M)

4 (4)

6. (6)

Transition

uo<o)
U,(0)
U0(l)

Wo,. O(O)
W i « (0)

Matrix Element Integrated absorption
<v'J7QL/V

(In a.u.)

0.3409
0.1188
0.3456
0.1107

0.2263

0.1149

"J"> coeff. «

Theory

5.34 x 10""
6.48 x 10""
3.05 x 10""
3.13 X 10""

2.51 X 10""

6.46 X 10"26

c /m 3 sec l

Experiment

5.1 x 10""
6.6.x 10""
2.7 x 1022

1.11 x 10"22

3.3 X 10""
1.1 X 10""

0.2321 1.42 X 1 0 " 4.4 X 10""

0.1079 3.07 X 10"26 1.1 X 10""

(8) Yo^o(0) 0.1553 1.18 X 10"29 2.5 X 10'28
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B.n.12 THEORETICAL RADIATIVE LIFETIMES FOR THE (V=0,J)

LEVELS OF X A SPIN SUBSTATE OF HBr+

1 1/2
(Sunanda K. and T.K. Balasubramanian)

The hydrogen halide cations (HX+) just like their isovalent counterparts,

namely, the group VI monohydrides, are of considerable spectroscopic

interest because of their X^n electronic ground states. In the heavier

molecules of this class the upper spin component X2
2nI/2 constitutes a

metastable state since the radiative relaxation X2 -> X, has to proceed via

(i) the naturally allowed magnetic dipole (Ml) transition channel and (ii)

spin-orbit or spin uncoupling perturbation-assisted electric dipole (El)

channel, both of which depend on weak mechanisms.

We have calculated the theoretical lifetimes of the (v=0, J=0-20) levels of

the X2
2nl/2 spin substate taking into consideration the following decay

channels: (i) the spin-orbit (S,0) perturbation-assisted (between X2
2n1/2

and A2!"1") El channel, (ii) X2 X, V=0) Ml channel, (iii) the spin-

uncoupling -B(r)[JKSx + JySy] assisted El channel mixing X2
2Tlm (v= 0,J) •*

X2
zTlin (v=0,J-l). Further, due to the accidental coincidence of the spin-

orbit coupling constant \ and vibrational frequency w in the X2n1/2 state

of HBr+, the spin-uncoupling perturbation mixing the X2
2n1/2 (v=0,J) and

X,2n3/2 (v = l,J) had to be included in the calcuations.

The calculations of S.O. perturbation-assisted life-time of X2
2n1/2

(v=0,J=0) level compared well with the experimentally observed data [1].

Also, our calculations led us to conclude that the S.O. perturbation-

induced electric dipole mechanism dominates the X2
2n1/2 -> X,2n3/2

transition in HBr+-

Reference:

[1] S. Jullien, J. Lemaire, S. Fenistein, M.

Heninger,G. Mauclaire, R. Maaaarx, G. Chambaud and P. Rosmus,

J. Chem. Phys., 101, 265 (1994).
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B.n.13 ELECTRIC QUADRUPOLE BRANCH LINE-STRENGTHS FOR
THE ATMOSPHERIC OXYGEN (b'zt - X3I_) SYSTEM
AND TRANSITION MOMENTS FOR THE A-BAND
(T.K. Balasubramanian and Omana Narayanan)

The red atmospheric oxygen bands [1] arising from the intercombination

transition b1!* - X3zg is one of the most prominent molecular features in

the solar absorption spectrum of terrestrial origin. This transition is

predominantly of magnetic dipole (Ml) charecter. In a recent paper [2] we

discussed the problem of absolute branch line-strengths for this transition

and showed that the line intensities are dominated by "spin-flips" brought

about by the Ml operator vB (L± + S±).

In 1980 Brault [3] reported FTS-based measurements of positions and

intensities of a few electric quadrupole (E2) lines of the T, (AJ = +2)

branch in the A-band (0-0 band of b-x). This prompted us to derive branch

line-strengths for a lz+ — V E2 transition. This derivation is

included in our work cited earlier [2]. Our theory shows that the E?

branch intensities for this type of transition would involve two

independent transition moments. We could not arrive at meaningful values

for these moments by applying our theory to the scanty data available on

the O2 A-band transition due to the correlated manner in which the two

moments enter the intensity expression. Therefore, we are exploring means

of fixing one of the moments by ab initio theory. Indeed, on the premise

that both b'zg and X3zg states of. O2 derive from the pure (single)

configuration KK (p-^Zs)2 (<ru2s)2 (o-g2p)2 (nu2p)4 (ng2p)2, we could show

that the moment Q^ corresponsing to 'z+ - 3Z^, must vanish. For the other

moment Q2>., (characterizing ' l + - 3z+) we obtain the value = 2.237 x 103

ea£ , the small ness of which is entirely consistent with the spin-forbidden

nature of the transition. It now remains to seek refinements to these

numbers arising from configuration interaction.

References:

1. G. Herzberg, "Spectra of Diatomic Molecules"

2nd Election, Van Nostrand, New York (1950)
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B.n.14 RADIATIVE LIFETIMES OF THE FIRST 3P°Q METASTABLE

LEVELS IN CERTAIN SINGLY IONIZED ATOMS OF BORON

GROUP AND ALKALI METAL GROUP

(A.P. Mishra and T.K. Balasubramanian)

In recent past we addressed the problem of radiative lifetimes of the

metastable levels of Hg-like and rare gas atoms, arising from their first

excited configurations [1-3]. The singly ionized atoms of alkali metal

group, Na+, K+, Rb+ and Cs+ , are characterized by the 'inert gas' ground

electronic configuration ns2 np6, whereas, the singly ionized atoms B + ,

Al+, Ga+, In+ and Tl+ of the boron group have the ground electronic

configuration ns2 similar to the Hg-like atoms. The ground

electronic configuration of the above ions in both the groups leads to the

1SO ground state. Similar to the situation in the Hg-group atoms, the

first excited configuration ns np of the singly ionized atoms of boron

group as well as its 'conjugate' . npJ(n+l)s reprenting the first excited

configuration of singly ionized alkali atoms (similar to the rare gas

atoms) lead to the same term manifold 3P°{ 2 and *P °. In the case of

jons of. the alkali metals, the 3P levels are inverted, but the levels 3P °

and 3PQ° in all of the above singly ionized atoms are strongly metastables

(T ~ sec). With the advent of suitable 'ion traps' in recent years, it

has now become possible to conduct laser spectroscopic studies in

collision-free environment. Consequently, the 'true' radiative lifetimes

of such long lived metastables can be measured accurately. We extended our

earlier study of the radiative lifetimes of the metastable 3P ° levels in

Hg-group and rare gas atoms to the singly ionized atoms of boron and alkali

metal groups. The magnetic dipole Ml and magnetic quadrupole M2 transition

probabilities A(in sec"1) and radiative lifetimes T (in sec.) of the 3P °

levels of certain ions of these groups are listed below. The lifetime does

not include the hyperfine-induced electric dipole transition (hf:El) rates
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as hyperfine interaction constants are not available for these ions.

Nevertheless, it is important to realize that this is the only channel

available for the single photon decay of nsnp 3PQ° level to the 'So ground

state for the singly ionized atoms of boron group.

ION B+ Al+ In+ Tl+ Na+ K+ Rb+ Cs+

Results of Calculation [A/sec" ; x/sec]-^
A(3P2-» 'So: M2) 0.001 0.002 0.004 0.015 0.54 0.26 0.16 0.10

A(3P0 -» 3P,:M1) - . . . 0.01 0.33 1.45 35,59

5.9x10"* 2.7xlO5 0.201 10.401 . . . .

963.1 460.7 4.9 0.096 1.9 3.9 6.2 10.2

T(3PQ) - - - - 94.38 3.04 0.69 0.03
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B.H.15 GENERALISED QUASI PROBABILITY DISTRIBUTION

FOR HERMITE POLYNOMIAL SQUEEZED STATES

(Richard D'Souza and Sunil Datta*)

The statistical properties of quantized electromagnetic fields are often

studied through their P-, Q-, or W- quasiprobability distributions (QPD).

The reason for this preference is that all expectation values can be

calculated as classical averages using one of these QPD's. A unified form

of these distributions is presented as the s-parametrized QPD's with the

parameter s taking the values 1,0, or-1 respectively for the three QPD's.

Recently QPD's have become accessible to experimental measurement by means

of the optical homodyne technique. These measurement schemes have revealed

a new fact of the s-parametrized QPD, namely, that the s-parametrized QPD

with fractional values of s ( | S | < l ) is what is actually seen by the

detectors. The value of the parameter s as revealed by these experiments

is directly related to the detector efficiency and the amplification of the

laser amplifier used in these schemes.

We have obtained analytical expressions of the generalized QPD's for the

Hermite polynomial squeezed states. These states are solutions of an

eigenvalue equation which is quadratic in creation and annihilation

operators. Our results very transparently exhibit the transition between

P,Q and W functions corresponding to the change of the s-parameter of the

QPD. Further, they clearly show the - two-photon nature of the processes

involved in the generation of these states.
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B-III LASER SPECTROSCOPY



B.m.l NEW EVEN PARITY STATES OF Sml IN THE
REGION 570-612 nm '""" -"-

(TJayasekharan, MA.N.Razvi and G.L.Bhale)

The ground term of samarium atom is [Xe] 4f*5s2 7F6 (even parity) having

seven low lying levels. These low lying levels are readily populated

when the sample is heated and this leads to further difficulty in

identifying the transitions by conventional spectroscopic technique. The

data available on high lying even parity states of Sml is very scanty and

is limited to energies < 32000 cm"1.

The atomic beam of Sm is produced by resistively heating the sample cell to

600°C. Two counter propogating beams from pulsed dye lasers(Rhodamine 6G),

pumped by an excimer laser, are used to intercept the atomic beam. The

photoions generated are extracted by a time-of-flight mass spectrometer

(TOF-MS) and are detected by a secondary electron multiplier (SEM). The

output of SEM is preamplified and averaged by a box-car averager and

recorded.

Multiphoton ionization spectrum of Sml is recorded in the region 570-612 nm,

along with optogalvanic spectra of Cu-Ne hollow cathode lamp used for

wavelength calibration. We have found 380 new transitions, most of them

follow 2 photon resonant 3 photon ionization. Some of the transitions are

studied using different two colour stepwise resonant ionization schemes.

This involves fixing u, to a known odd parity intermediate state and then

scanning u2 to confirm new resonance levels. In this way, we have

discovered 86 new even parity states of Sml in the region 32950-36000 cm' .

Absolute energies of these states are measured with an uncertainty of ± 0.3

cm > and total angular momenta are uniquely assigned by comparison of

several two colour transition spectra.
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B.m.2 MICROWAVE SPECTRUM OF 2,6 - DIFFLUOROBENZONITRILE

(S.D.Sarma and S.Doraiswamy*)
j

Microwave rotational spectroscopy is a very powerful technique for detecting

small but meaningful structural changes resulting from various substituants.

It has been clearly demonstrated that fluorine, chlorine and cyanogen groups

affect the benzene group geometry.

The microwave rotational spectrum of 2-6 diffluorobenzonitrile was analysed

in the frequency range from 8 to 12 GHz and from 31 to 40 GHz at dry ice

temperature using a conventional 100 KHz and a Hewlett Packard 33 Stark -

modulated microwave spectrometer, respectively. The rotational and

centrifugal distortion constants have been derived. The benzene ring

appears to be distorted if the generally accepted bond lengths of the

peripheral bonds are used.

* Tata Institute of Fundamental Research

Colaba, Mumbai 400 005
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B.m.4 Bimodel solvatochromism of Neutral Red

M. K. Singh, H. Pal*, A. C. Bhasikuttan* and A. V. Sapre*

Effect of solvent polarity on the electronic absorption and fluorescence properties of

Neutral Red (NR) has been investigated at room temperature in several neat and mixed solvents

of various polarities. Analysis of the unusual solvatochromic behavior reveals that there are

two closely spaced excited energy levels. In low polarity solvents emission is mainly coming

from the localized excited (LE) state, where as in high polarity solvents it is the intramolecular

charge transfer (ICT) state which dominates. The value _p_f excited states dipole moment

determined using Lippert-Mataga expression comes as 4.7D and 16.27D for the two states.

Molar extinction coefficient , fluorescence quantum yield and excited state lifetimes have also

been measured in different solvents. Fluorescence in NR decay single exponentially in the

entire range of solvent polarity. It seems that there is a dynamic equilibrium between the LE

and ICT states and observed lifetime is the mean value, for emission coming simultaneously

from both the states as a broad fluorescence band. In general life time of NR ( 2.6ns tn

benzene to 5. Ins in ethanol) increases with the increase of solvent polarity, except for water in

which life time reduces drastically to 0.8ns. This could be due to strong hydrogen bonding

interaction of NR molecule with water, as a result the non radiative decay rate is very high (

12.45 x 10* ) in water.

•Chemistry Division, BARC.

B.m.5 Laser flash photolysis studies on Neutral Red: a biological probe

M. K. Singh, A. C. Bhasikuttan*, D. K. Palit* and A. V. Sapre*

Photophysical and photobiological properties of Neutral Red (NR), a phenazine

dye, is of importance due to its wide ranging applications in biological systems.

However, less attention has been given to its photophysical aspects, especially the

excited state properties. Hence, time resolved transient absortjon studies were

undertaken. Picosecond laser flash photolysis experiments have been carried out using

the pump probe technique. The second (532nm, 35ps) or third (355nm, 35ps) harmonic

output from an active-passive modelocked Nd-YAG laser was used for excitation and

continuum (400-900nm) probe pulse was generated by focussing the fundamental in

H2O/D2O mixture. The transient absorption at different probe delays with respect to

pump was recorded by an optical multichannel analyser.

Neutral Red exists in two forms, neutral (NR) and protonated (NRH+) , which

have distinct absortion peaks at 450nm and 535nm respectively. Fig. 1 shows the time
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resolved transient absorption spectra of NRH+ in acetonitrile obtained by 35ps, 532nm

excitation. The differential absorption spectrum shows three bands; a positive

absorption located at 450nm and two negative absorptions located at 540nm and 630nm

(weak). The 450nm band has been attributed to the Sn*-«Si* transition of NRH + . The

negative absorption at 540nm arises from bleaching of the dye, i.e., depletion of

ground state molecules on excitation. The weak negative signal at 630nm which

appears in the fluorescence region could be attributed to the stimulated emission from

the dye by the probe pulse. The kinetic analysis gave the lifetime of S\ state to be

- Ins. This is found to be the case in all solvents for the protonated form. The

corrected singlet-singlet absorption spectrum has been generated by correcting for the

amount of dye bleached. The spectrum thus obtained is shown in Fig.2.

For the absorption studies of the neutral form (NR), a Raman shifted pump light

was generated at 445nm from the 355nm excitation pulse using CCI4 as solvent shifter.

The S\ state lifetime was obtained to be -3ns for the neutral form. Excited state

lifetimes for the two species measured by laser flash photolysis technique match very

well with the lifetimes obtained from time-resolved fluorescence measurements. The

above results suggests that the neutral and protonated forms of the dye show entirely

different excited state properties.

3D SD

Wavelength lain)
XD

CD 3D 3D
Wive length ton*

Fig.l: Transient absorption spectra obtained in acetonitrile solution of neutral red on
excitation at 532nm; (1) Ops, (2) 700ps and (3) 3ns. Inset: the absorbance decay
obtained at 450nm.

Fig.2: The corrected singlet-singlet absorption spectrum of neutral red in acetonitrile
(532nm excitation).

•Chemistry Division, BARC.
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B.m.6 Studies on the radiolytically produced transients of NR: Triplet and reduced

radicals

M. K. Singh, H. Pal*, A. C. Bhasikuttan* and A. V. Sapre*

Triplet state and reduced radicals of a phenazine dye Neutral Red (NR) has been

generated using the technique of pulse radiolysis. Studies were carriwd out using electron

pulses from a 7MeV linear electron accelerator and using a kinetic spectrophotometric

arrangement. Typical dose employed were about 50 Gy per pulse for triplet studies and 30 Gy

per pulse for radical studies.

Sensitization of triplet state of NR in benzene solutions by the triplet states of

acetophenone and benzene itself has been observed. The resulting transient spectrum was

recorded, from which corrected spectrum has been generated in the 350 - 750nm region. The

triplet state of NR is found to decay by a single exponential process with a rate constant of 9 8

'10* s"1. With reference to the acetophenone triplet signal in benzene the molar extinction

coefficient of NR triplet in benzene has been has been estimated to be -7100 dm3 mol'1 cm'1

at540nm.

A mixture of water, isopropanol and acetone (3O.2M:5M:1M) offers a unique solvent

system for radiation chemical reduction of substrates insoluble in water. Isopropyl radical is

the only reducing species in this system. The reduced radicals of NR produced by the reaction

of isopropyl radicals in mixed aqueous-organic solvent has been studied. Spectrum of the

transients produced in the N2-bubbled solution of NR has been recorded in the pH range of 1

to 13. pKa studies show that there are three pKas of the semireduced NR around 2.5, 7 and

10.5. The rate constant for the formation of these reduced radicals were determined by

following the growth of absorption at suitable wavelengths. The species formed at different pH

are found to decay by second order kinetics. The properties of semireduced neutral red and the

assignments of various species at different pH's are summarised in table 1.

Table 1. Properties of semireduced neutral red species.

Species

NRH4
+3

NRH,+ 2

NRH2
 +

NRH

pH

1.5

5

9.5

12.3

(nm)

380,800

390,700

400,600,700

420,580

kf

Mrn'mnl'1*'1!

no9

9.5'108

8.2 107

2.3'IQ8

2k/e

(cms1)

5.3'10<

3.8'K)4

3.0'lO*
3.8 xlO4

•Chemistry Division, BARC.
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B.IV ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY

(S.A.Ahmad)

The Atomic Spectroscopy Section is involved in high resolution studies of

atomic spectra using conventional as well as laser based techniques.

Experimental facilities for resonance ionisation mass spectrometry have been

set up for investigating atomic energy levels of lanthanide and also for

studying short-lived isotopes. Ion-trap facility has been also set up which

would enable to carry out precision atomic spectroscopy. Alongwith Laser

Plasma & Technology Division, this section is also involved in the building

up facilities for laser cooling of atoms and carrying out studies with cooled

atoms. The above mentioned activities are briefly described below:

A. Isotope Shifts and Hyperfine Structure Studies
in the Spectra of Lant nan ides and Actinides

Extensive isotope shift studies in more than 4000 lines have been carried out

on an indigenously built Recording Fabry-Perot Spectrometer (REFPOS) using

highly enriched isotopes in liquid nitrogen-cooled hollow cathodes.

Hyperfine structure in spectral lines of odd-A isotopes of rare-earths have

been also investigated. The spectra of neutral and singly ionised rare

earths, that is, Nd, Nd+, Sm+, Gd, Gd+, Dy, Dy+, Er, Er+, Yb and Yb+ have

been investigated.

Our studies have contributed significantly to the understanding of the

complex spectra of the rare-earths, and some of these are:

(a) confirmation/revision of earlier classification as well as new

classification of spectral lines,

(b) revision/correction of earlier values of isotope shifts,

(c) electronic configuration assignments to the unclassified known energy

levels.
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(d) verification of configuration mixing calculation,

(e) discovery of new energy levels and new configurations,

(f) probing variation in electronic charge density at the nucleus |0(O)|2

using isotope shifts, e.g. (i) Multi-Configuration Dirac-Fock

calculations for various items, (ii) Crossed-second-order effects in

field shift (iii) Specific mass shift due the the correlation of

electrons and (iv) Relativistic J-dependence of 2P1/2 and 2P3/2 terms and

(g) evaluation of the electronic factor and nuclear mean-square charge radii

5 < 7 2 > of stable isotopes of a few rare earths.

Isotope shift and hyperfine structure studies have been carried out in

spectral lines of U using enriched isotopic samples (20% 235U). Hyperfine

structure of 23SU could be resolved in few spectral lines and accurate

isotope shift values for 2J5ij_238ij could be measured using REFPOS and liquid

nitrogen cooled hollow cathode lamps. New design of all metal hollow cathode

lamps have been fabricated for investigating the spectra of radioactive

actinides. Some successful studies have been carried out with very small

quantities of radioactive samples without any contamination problem.

B. Multiphoton Atomic Spectroscopy Using

Pulsed Dye Lasers

A number of experimental facilities and techniques have been developed for

multiphoton and resonance ionisation spectroscopy of atoms and dimers. Heat-

pipe oven, which is an ideal source for generating atomic vapour, have been

developed and built. Thermionic diodes with linear as well as ring geometry

have been designed and built and incorporated inside the heat-pipe ovens. A

new technique of simultaneous recording of laser induced fluorescence (LIF)

and emission spectra from hollow cathode using same photomultiplier and

monochromator has been developed.
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C. Resonance lonisation Mass Spectrometry (RIMS)
set-up for study of short-lived isotopes ~

RIMS is a highly sensitive technique which can provide valuable spectroscopic

information and also isotope shifts which could be used for determining

nuclear properties like mean-square charge radii of short-lived isotopes. A

RIMS set-up has been designed and built which consists of an atomic beam oven

(which can be operated upto 1800°C for refractory elements) and time-of-

flight mass spectrometer (TOF-MS) both in linear as well as reflectron

geometry. Our RIMS set up with linear TOF-MS has been tested and now the

reflectron is being tested. The preliminary studies on our RIMS set up have

been carried out using excimer laser and copper vapour laser pumped dye

lasers. Some modifications, incorporating the concept of hot cavity, are

being introduced so that this RIMS set-up could be used on-line with heavy-

ion accelerators. This would also enable to develop laser ion source for

separating the isobars for other nuclear physics studies.

D. Ion-Trap (Paul trap) Facility for

Atomic Spectroscopy

Sometime back we have initiated setting up of RF-trap (Paul trap) for study

of isotopes available in trace quantities and for lifetime measurements of

ions using the VUV monochromator available with us. We have carried out

studies with electrons in the ion trap used in the Penning mode with — 50

gauss magnetic field generated at the trap centre using the Halmhotz coils

which are mounted outside the UHV chamber in which the ion trap is housed. A

LC circuit has been fabricated for detecting trapped electrons. The axial

fluorescence, of the electrons driven by an external RF field induces a

current which is detected across the end caps using the external LC circuit

and then further amplified.

Recently we have carried out preliminary experiments with trapped electrons

in our ion-trap (Penning mode) and found that our trap is working. We hope

to trap the ions and our first study is planned on Yb+ ions.
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E. Laser Cooling of Atoms

The project on laser cooling of atoms under IX plan has been jointly

undertaken with Laser & Plasma Technology Division, BARC. The stress in the

initial phase of this programme is on developing facilities for laser cooling

and trapping for ultra-high resolution spectroscopy. We also plan to study

the collective behaviour of the fundamental quantum systems and initiate

studies related to atom optics over next few years. During last few months

considerable progress has been made in setting up experimental facilities for

laser cooling of atoms.

The vapour cell with six optical ports in ±x, ±y and ±z directions have been

designed and fabricated. The design and characterisation of the spherical

quadrupole field for Magneto-optic Traps (MOT) have also been completed. The

diode laser to be used in the intial experiments has been obtained. The

first experiment on demonstration of laser cooling of atoms is planned

shortly. We would be able to cover on this activity in more detail in a

future report.

B.IV.l HIGH RESOLUTION SPECTROSCOPY OF URANIUM
(S.G.Nakhate, A.Venugopalan, B.K.Ankush,

A.P. Mishra, A.P. Marathe*, B.N. Jagtap* and
S.A. Ahmad)

As a joint ninth five year collaborative program between Spectroscopy

Division and Laser and Plasma Technology Division, studies on high

resolution spectroscopy of uranium isotopes (U-232, 233, 235, 238) have been

undertaken. It has been decided to use emission spectroscopy techniques to

generate data on hyperfine structure and isotope shift involving U isotopes

using Hollow Cathode Discharge lamp (HCDL) as a light source and Fourier

Transform Spectrometer (FTS) and Recording Fabry-Perot Spectrometer (REFPOS)

as high resolution spectrometers.

Since the material to be used in HCDL is radioactive, it imposes certain

conditions about size of sample and containment. Firstly, HCDL should be
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operated with as small quantity of uranium as possible and secondly HDCL

should be rugged so that there is least possibility of spill over of the

radioactive material.

A new HCDL, made up of glass body and copper cathode and aluminium anode,

have been designed and fabricated. The speciality of this HCDL is that it

utilizes a small quantity (15mg) of uranium in the form of oxide and it can

be cooled with liquid nitrogen. Performance of this HCDL was tested by

recording spectra of uranium in 15,000 cm' to 20,000 cm ' range on FTS and

REFPOS at optimum conditions of buffer gas pressure and discharge current.

It has been possible to record even very weak intensity uranium atomic lines

with this source. The uranium spectrum recorded by us are almost identical

with the uranium spectral line atlas of Los Alamos Laboratory (USA) using

uranium metal as cathode.

Using enriched sample containing 20% 23SU isotope, few spectral lines of

uranium were studied under high resolution to record hyperfine structure

and isotope shift on FTS and REFPOS.

+ Laser and Plasma Technology Division

B.IV.2 DESIGN AND FABRICATION OF A SPECIAL ALL METAL

HOLLOW CATHODE DISCHARGE LAMP FOR HIGH RESOLUTION

SPECTROSCOPY OF URANIUM

(S.G. Nakhate, A.P. Marathe*, B.K. Ankush,

A. Venugopalan,
and S.A. Ahmad)
A. Venugopalan, B.N. Jagtap , L.M. Gantayei*'

In order to handle the radioactive samples in discharge, an all metal Hollow

Cathode Discharge Lamp (HCDL) was designed and fabricated. For handling

radioactive samples safely, the discharge lamp design should be rugged and

should have minimum operations while assembling as well as loading the

radioactive material. Keeping these factors in mind we have designed and

fabricated an all metal HCDL (Fig.l). This HCDL is made of copper metal and

thick quartz spacer as an electrical insulator between anode and cathode.
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Since cooling of HCDL with liquid nitrogen is necessary to reduce Doppler

line width hehcoflex metal 0-ring was used for vacuum sealing which is to

the best of our knowledge used for the first time in these type of systems.

Newly fabricated all metal HCDL was leak tested for leak rate of 1O10

torr/sec. The spectrum of uranium using this all metal HCDL with 15 mg of

natural uranium oxide, was recorded on the 2-meter monochromator of

Recording Fabry-Perot Spectrometer (REFPOS). The spectrum showed good

uranium line intensity and spectrum was matching with the atlas of uranium

line reported by Los Alamos Laboratory, U.S.A.

+ Laser and Plasma Technology Division

B.IV.3 LASER COOLING OF ATOMS

(B.N. Jagtap+, S.G. Nakhate and S.A. Ahmad)

We have in the ninth five year plan a project on "Laser cooling of Atoms" in

collaboration with Laser and Plasma Technology Division. Laser cooling of

atoms is the frontline area of current interest. Bose Einstein condensate,

a new state of matter, has been realized recently through an innovative

route of laser and magnetic cooling. Magneto-optic trap (MOT) is the heart

of the laser cooling technique.

We have initiated work on laser cooling of atoms recently. After intensive

discussions, the work plan and schedule ibr laser cooling program has been

finalized. Design and fabrication of a quartz cell for magneto-optic trap

as well as for optical molasses experiment has been completed.

This cell has been fabricated in the TPPED glass blowing Workshop. This

cell has six arms in ± X, ± Y and ± Z axis direction, sample introduction

port, vacuum port and viewing and diagnostic ports. Requirement for

generating vacuum of the order of 10~9 torr in quartz cell has been worked

out and necessary steps have been taken to procure the required systems.

Design parameters of a spherical quadrupole magnet which would generate very

precise magnetic field having a variable field gradient from 5-35 gauss/cm
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in a sphere of diameter around 2 cm has been finalized. The fabrication of

this magnet is currently in progress. Design of metal cell for MOT is also

under progress.

+ Laser and Plasma Technology Division

B.IV.4 INSTALLATION OF THE ION TRAP FOR PRECISION
ATOMIC SPECTROSCOPY

(Pushpa M.Rao, S.G. Nakhate, B.K. Ankush &

S.A.Ahmad)

Initially the Ultra high vacuum (UHV) chamber inside which the ion-trap is

to be placed had been tested and an ultimate vacuum of 1O9 mbar. was

obtained.

Subsequently the quadrupole trap was installed inside the chamber and the

respective connections to the feed throughs were made. Tungsten filaments

were spot welded to the filament holder which is fitted to the lower end cap

of the ion-trap. The tungsten filament of - 40 mm length & 100 n dia

exhibited a white glow when a current of 3.0 amp was passed, which would be

sufficient to produce electrons.

The entire assembly was evacuated by an ion pump backed by a turbomolecular

pump. Vacuum achieved was ~ 10"7 nf bar on baking to ~ 200°C. Work is in

progress to achieve an ultimate vacuum of ~ 10-' m bar.

B.IV.5 DETECTION CIRCUIT FOR ELECTRONS TRAPPED IN AN
PAUL(RF) TRAP

(Pushpa M. Rao, S.G.Nakhate, B.K.Ankush and S.A.Ahmad)

It is planned to test the quadrupole trap functioning using the electrons

trapped. The number of the trapped electrons would be of the order of

107/cm3. Thus the detection technique has to be very sensitive. The method
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of detection involves excitation of the axial frequency of the trapped

electrons by radio frequency generator. A parallel LC circuit connects the

end cap electrodes of the ion trap. On resonance, the oscillation of the

electrons damps the LC circuit and this damping is measured. This voltage

difference is further amplified and demodulated in frequency. The

fabrication of the amplifier-demodulator circuit has been completed and the

first and second stage of the amplifier has been tested.

Electrons are to be trapped in a Paul trap operated in Penning mode which

involves electric and magnetic fields for trapping. Helmholtz coils have

been fabricated for this purpose. On passing a current of ~ 11 Amps,

magnetic field of the order of ~ 60 gauss was produced. This would be

sufficient for trapping the electrons in our ion trap.

B.IV.6 ISOTOPE SHIFT STUDIES IN UV SPECTRA OF GADOLINIUM
AND TERM SHUTS OF HIGH EVEN LEVELS OF GD I

(A.Venugopalan, S.M.Afial and S.A.Ahmad)

We have earlier reported isotope shifts in nearly 500 spectral lines of

neutral gadolinium and reported term Isotope shifts of 208 even and 101 odd

energy levels of Gd I [1,2]. Presently we have extended isotope shift

investigations in gadolinium spectra to cover the ultra violet region 3290-

3920 A, providing isotope shift data in 70 spectral lines of Gd I thus

providing isotope shift data for Gd I lines in the UV region for the first

time.

Because of the high level density and strong configuration interactions,

electronic configuration assisgnments are practically non-existant for both

odd and even energy levels, lying above 30,000 cm"1 [3]. The objective of

our study was to evaluate term isotope shifts for high lying energy levels

which could be used for their configuration assignments. Strong transitions

involving such levels mostly lie in UV region of the spectrum.
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From the isotope shift A<r (IMGd-l60Gd) measurements carried out in 70 UV

lines of Gd I, we evaluated term isotope shift for 48 high lying even parity

energy levels of Gd I. The data has helped us to confirm electronic

configurations 4f75d6s6p, 4f75d26p and 4r5d6s assigned to some of these

levels. Table 1. shows the behaviour of AT values for energy levels

belonging to different multiplets of the configuration 4f*5d6s. Tentative

assignments of 4f*5d6s configuration to 8 even levels between 32930 to

355500 cm'1 also could be confirmed using the data [Table 1]
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160,Table LAT^30G^-lcuGd)jvalues for even levels_of.

Gd I assigned to the 4fs5d6s configuration

Configuration

A
4f8(7F)5d(8G)6S

B
4f3(7F)5d(8D)6S

C
4f*5d6S

D
4f*(7F)5d6s ?

E
4f*(7F)5d6s ?

F
4f85d6s ?

Term

G 7

G 6

G 5

G 4
9r>

G 39G2

9D6

9 D j
9D4
9D3

9F7
9F4
9p

3
9F2
9F5

9F6

7F5(?)
7F4(?)
7F3(?)
7F2(?)

SG5 (?)
5G4 (?)
5G, (?)

7F. (?)

E(cm->)

24255.103

24854.297

25380.885

25820.720

26247.609

26588.338

25815.330

26335.661

27704.965

28215.140

26145.852

27040.865

27041.751

27118.725

27315.791

27336.898

32020.340

32549.565

33087.060

33602.413

32226.746

32984.305

33552.455

28414.925

AT (mK)"

30
38
41
49
44

52

35
45
60
66

33
55
64
65
62

63

m

56
52
42
56

31
37
40

36
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B.IV.7 ISOTOPE SHBFT STUDIES IN THE UV SPECTRUM

OF SINGLY IONISED GADOLINIUM

(A.Venugopalan, S.M.Afial and S.A.Ahmadl

In the present work we have measured isotope shift Ao-(156Gd-16OGd) in 54 Gd

II spectral lines in the UV region 3300-3900 A. Term isotope shifts (AT)

have been evaluated for 34 even and 24 odd parity energy levels of Gd II.

This include data on 26 even levelsjying above 25000 cm1 . For 10 odd

levels lying above 350W cm1, AT yalues^are being reported for the first

time (Table 1). We could confirm .6 of these levelswto 4|86p configuration

on the basis of the present data. Probable configurations could be assigned

to 4 unassigned levels and configuration mixing also could be pointed out in

some levels.

Reference: _-__ _

1. W._C.Martin, R. Zalubas and L. Hagan, Atomic EnergyLevels; the Rare Earth

Elements, NSRDS-NBS 60, National Bereau of Standards, Washington (1978)
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Table-1.Isotope Shift AT (l56Gd - lwGd) in the high

lying odd energy levels of singly-ionised

gadolinium (Gd II). Energy levels and the

assignments are from [1]

Energy levels J

cm1

35362.630

35605.266

35822.697

36723.695

37642.838

37831.032

38010.603

38679.364

39237.448
39635.683

Conf.

13/2

11/2 I

9/2
11/2 1

9/2 f

11/2

11/2

9/2 f

7/2 f
5/2 f

AT (156Gd-I6OGd)
m K *

87
E*p 4 1

59
*p 27

*p 32

15
30

8p 26
8p 34
8p 39

Config.

Suggested

f7ds

f7ds+f*p

f*P

f*p

* 1 mK - 10'W1

B.IV.8 TERM ISOTOPE SHIFT FOR HIGH LYING ODD AND EVEN
ENERGY LEVELS OF NEUTRAL DYSPROSIUM ATOM

(B.K.Ankush, A.Venugopalan and S.A.Ahmad)

The objective of the present work was to evaluate term isotope shift

AT("°Dy - 164Dy) in high lying energy levels of neutral dysprosium (Dy I)

so that this information could be used for their assignments. We have now

measured isotope shift A<r(l6ODy-l64Dy) in 225 spectral lines of Dy 1

covering the 4700-5700 A region. Isotope shift in some of these lines have

been reported earlier using very accurate laser techniques and our

measurements agree with these values very closely confirming our inference

that the accuracy of our measurement is with in less than ±3 mK. We
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have evaluated term isotope shifts for 99 even and 65 odd parity energy

levels of Dy J from this data. _ The levels with tentative configuration

assignments in literature and for which the AT values have been evaluated

presently are listed in Table I. Our studies confirm these tentative

assignments. There are 20 unassigned levels without configuration

asignments and on the basis of the new AT values obtained now, these have

been assigned by us to 4f°5d6s6p configuration (Table 2). Two even parity

energy levels have been assigned one each to 4f96s6d and 4f95d26p

configurations. We could also assign possible configurations to some high

lying odd levels. The AT values also have been used to check the reported

parametric calculations available for some^ levels. _
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Table I. Confirmation of the earlier tentative configuration
assignments to energy levels of Dyl[l] on the basis
of our isotope shift studies

Energy level
fam-»(cnr

J Configuration

(Earlier work)

AT(16ODy-'M-Dy)* Configura-
(mK) tion (Pre-

sent wrok)

26244.60
26349.49
26425.15
28309.18
36760.64

36905.44

36964.54

37339.89

37591.83

37706.12

37820.22

9

8

7

5

8

10

9

8

9

10

8

f*dsp ?

f°dsp ?

fdsp ?
f Y P ?

f10sd?

f1Osd?

f1Osd?

f'°sd?

f'°sd?

f1Osd?

f1Osd?

Z+5
Z+5
Z-13
Z+80
Z-57

Z-67

Z-71

Z-70

Z-70

Z-71

Z-69

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f°6s26p

4f'°6s6d

4f106s6d

4f'°6s6d
10

4f 6s6d

4f'°6s6d

4f'°6s6d
10

4f 6s6d

* The AT values are expressed relative to the assumed value of Z mK in the ground

state 5Ig, 4fl06s2 of Dy I. The estimated value of Z is ~ 155 mK
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Table 2. New assignments of confirmation 4f95d6s6p to the
unassigned even parity energy levels of Dy I in the

27390-36510 cm1 region

Energy level

(cm1)

27390.97

27445.90

27462.41

27474.64

27896.80

27959.98

27987.90

28158.51

28326.48

28358.70

28433.41

28539.57

28909.39

28971.42

29465.04

29682.16

29706.72

32206.27

32392.59

35938.74

36508.79

J

9
8
7
6

8
7
6
9
6
7

10
8
6
8
9

6
10
9
6
8
7

Configu- AT(16ODy-164Dy)

ration mK( 1 mK=10 3cm"
(Earlier Work)

[1]

Z+9
Z+28
Z+12
Z+13

Z+3
Z+3
Z+16
Z+l l
Z+20
Z+5

Z-13
Z+7
Z+22
Z+l
Z+l l

Z+9
Z+2
Z+l l
Z+12
Z+12
Z+17

Configuration

(Present Work)

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f*5d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f*5d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f*5d6s6p

4r*5d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4r*5d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

4r*5d6s6p

4f95d6s6p

Reference:

1. W.C.Martin, R. Zalubas and L. Hagan, Atomic Energy Levels; the Rare Earth

Elements, NSRDS-NBS 60, National Bereau of Standards, Washington (1978)
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B.IV.9 FLUORESCENCE ENHANCEMENT OF LANTHANIDES IN SOLUTION :

(Susy Thomas, B.S.Panigraphi*. K.S.Viswanathan*)

The technique of ligand sensitised fluorescence has generally been employed

to obtain fluorescence enhancement in the lanthanides. In our earlier work we

have shown that aromatic Caboxylic acids such as Benzoic and Trimesic acids

serve as excellent ligands for fluorescence enhancement of up to 3 orders of

magnitude for Tb, Dy and Er (1,2). In aqueous solutions, the lanthanide

fluorescence is quenched by collisions of the lanthanide with water. These

collisions can be reduced by further complexing anthanide with ligand like

Trioctyl phosphine oxide, which shield the lanthanide from such quenching

collisions[3]. This process is referred to as synergism. In our studies

with aromatic caboxylic acids we have found that the synergistic behaviour is

dependent on pH and also on the structure of the ligand (4). We have used

both, ligand sensitisation and synergism to enhance the lanthanide

fluorescence by about 4 orders of magnitude. Another method to increase the

fluorescence of the lathanide complex is through the use of certain ions like

L a + \ Gd+3 and Lu+3. This process is referred to as cofluorescence. Here

the structure of the ligand played a very important role in determining

whether cofluorescence was operative (5). The enhancement in these systems

is remarkable that they offer a method for trace level detection of Tb, Ey

and Dy using fluorimetry.

* R.R.C., Kalpakkam, Chennai
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B-V PLASMA AND BEAMFOIL SPECTROSCOPY



B.V BEAM-FOIL AND PLASMA SPECTROSCOPY

(P.Meenakshi Raja Rao)

Beam-Foil Spectroscopy :

Beam Foil Spectroscopy is one of the powerful techniques to produce the

spectra of highly ionised and excited atomic species. This method is

particularly suitable for investigating energy levels of negative ions,

multiply excited configurations, high Rydberg States, autoionising levels and

their life times. From lifetimes and branching ratios transition

probabilities can be evaluated which provide important inputs to various

fields like Astrophysics, Plasma Physics etc.

The basic principle of the method is as follows:

A collimated, monoenergetic ion beam is produced in a particle accelerator.

Mass analysed ion beam is passed throgh a thin target like a self supporting

carbon foil of ~ 5 ng/cm2 thickness or a gas target. Due to ease in

preparation and handling carbon foils are extensively used in the

experiments. While traversing through the foil, the ions experience multiple

collisions and consequently the excitation energy is spontaneously released

in the form of photons with their energies ranging from x-ray to IR and

electrons of eV to KeV energies. Thus the emergent ion beam represents a

light source moving with relativistic velocities. A study of the

fluorescence down stream the foil represents decay curve from which life

times can be evaluated. Beam foil experiments are carried out at TIFR making

use of the ion beams produced in the 400 KeV accelerator.

Plasma Spectroscopy

Optical Spectroscopy plays an important role in understanding the various

types of plasma astrophysical plasma, laser produced plasma etc. The basic

difference between conventional atomic spectroscopy and plasma spectroscopy

is that in the former the interest is mainly related to the study of atomic

structure of an isolated atom while plasma spectroscopy involves not only the
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study of the electromagnetic radiation emitted by the radiating species but

also on the properties of plasma. Further, most of the plasmas produced in

the laboratory are transient in nature. A number of plasma parameters like

electron density, temperature, velocity distribution can be accurately

determined from spectroscopy experiments. Some of the interesting features

observed in the carbon spectrum produced in a 2 KJ plasma focus device at

Nt.P.D. and the results obtained are described in this section.

B.V.I BEAM-FOIL SPECTRUM OF MAGNESIUM :

(B.N.Rqjasekhar, P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, Saraswathy

Padmanabhan and Aparna Shastri)

Life time and excitation function studies of some intense lines of Mgl -

MgHI were carried out using M g + beam from 400 KeV accelerator at the TIFR.

These studies lead to the identification of charge states of emitted lines,

new determinations of excited level life times and modifications of earlier

known values.

B.V.2 BEAM-FOIL SPECTRUM OF FLUORINE

(B.N.Raja Sekhar, Saraswathy Padmanabhan, Aparna

Shastri and P. Meenakshi Raja Rao)

Beam foil spectrum of fluorine was recorded in 2000-5000 A region. The

spectra were recorded at different F beam, energies varying from 130-296 KeV.

A detailed identification of spectrum revealed the presence of lines

belonging to FII-FIH. Some of the spectral lines were observed for the

first time and excitation function studies of intense lines were carried out

to identify the charge states involved. Life times of excited levels of FII

and Fill were determined. Most of the values are determined for the first

time.
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B.V.3 SPECTRUM OF CARBON PRODUCED IN A PLASMA FOCUS DEVICE

(Saraswathy Padmanabhan, H.A.Khan and

P. Meenakshi Raja Rao)

Spectrum of carbon produced in the 2 KJ plasma focus device was photographed

on the 1 meter UV-visible spectrograph. The source was coupled to the

spectrograph via an optical fibre which limited the shorter wavelength

accessible to 4000 A. Hydrogen was the filler gas in the source and

determination of half widths of H_ and H, lines lead to evaluation of
., p r

electron density to b ~ 5 x 10 /cc. In addition spectral lines of CI-CIII,

C swan bands also were observed. From intensity measurements of C band

heads vibrational temperature was calculated. From the intensities of atomic

lines excitation temperatures were determined. The temperatures were of the

order of 7000°K, 25000°K and 75000° for CI, CII and CHI respectively and

predict an expanding plasma.
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C.I ANALYTICAL SERVICES
(G.S. Ghodgaonkar and G.L. Bhale)

The Analytical Spectroscopy Section of the Division continues to render

analytical service to various Divisions of BARC and other units of DAE as

well as outside organizations.

Table C.I.I gives the details about the type and number of samples

analyzed, together with the names of divisions/units sending the samples

during the period July 1995- June 1997. Total number of samples analysed

were 2120, involving 13663 determinations. The JOBIN - YVON spectrometer,

which includes JY 48 PC (a 34 - channel simultaneous spectrometer) and JY

38 THR 1000 ( a high resolution sequential monochromator) were generally

employed with excitation modes of Ar-ICP and DC-Arc. Occassionally,

Philips PW 1220 XRF spectrometer and ARL Quantovac (direct reading

spectrometer) were also used to analyse some specific miscellaneous

samples. Some samples were analyzed on Hilger Large Quartz spectrograph

using DC-Arc photographic emulsion technique. Some unusual but important

miscellaneous samples include ground-water samples from Central Ground

Water Board, Ministry of Water Resources for ng/ml level of impurity

elements, gun shot residues from Central Forensic Science Lab., Calcutta,

steel and concrete admixture samples from NPC, Sm-doped glass samples

(CGCR1, Calcutta), shock metamorphosed material samples (Nehru

Planetorium, Mumbai).



TABLE C.I. 1 Break-up of Service-Analysis carried out during

the period (July 1995 - June 1997)

Name of the Type of Samples No. of samples

Division

< A > BARC Units: Uranium oxide.Rare earths,Uranium 1408

Uranium Metal Plant tetra-fluoride.Mg-granules.Mg-oxide,

(UMP) Mg-fluoride,Graphite etc.

Atomic Fuels Divn. Uranium-metal, U-alloy, Graphite, 582

(AFD) Al-oxide, Ca-sulphate, Al-metal,

Sodium-alloy, Al-Si alloy, Ni-Cr

alloy, S.S. etc.

Uranium and Rare Uranium powder,Zr-oxide,Rare earths, 11

Earth Extraction Div. Yttrium oxide,Vanadium perioxide,

(UREED) Mg-granules etc.

Metallurgy Divn.

Reactor Safety Divn.

Anal. Chem. Divn.

Chemistry Divn.

Material Processing
Division
Powder Metallurgy

Division

Technical Physics &

Prototype Engg.Divn

Material Science Dn.

Zr-metal, Cr-metal, Al-B alloy,

Cu-metal, Zr-Nb oxide, Molybdenum

etc.

Carbon steel, spent fuel holding

steel etc.

Glass

Ca-phosphate

Silver Chloride

Ceramic alloy

Platinum crucible

Stainless Steel

13

07

05
04
03

02

01

01

8.1



< B > DAE Units:

Nuclear Power Steel samples,Concrete Admixture

Corporation (NPC) etc. 05
KAIGA Atomic Power IR Spectra 03

Plant

< C > Others:

Central Ground Water Ground - Water samples 59

Board (CGWB), Ministry

of Water Resources,
Govt.of India

Central Forensic Science Gun shot residues _ _. . J^L

Lab- -
(CFSL) Govt.of India,

Calcutta

Nehru Planetarium,Mumbai Shock metamorphosed material 01

Central Glass and Sm-doped glass 01

Ceramics Research

Institute, Calcutta

Total number of samples: 2120
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C.n.l ELECTRONICS SERVICE AND MAINTENANCE

(Ajay Kumar, Rajiv Sinha, Sanjay Somkuwar

M.N.Patil and S.V.G.Ravindranath)

The group carries out periodical service and preventive maintenance of the

following electronics instruments used regularly in the division viz. EC make

6 KV sputter ion pump power supply, high voltage power supply IMEC 14S3,

multiple output power supply, ECIL HV 4800 O high voltage power supply, Aplab

low voltage DC power supply, Hollow cathode power supplies, Jarrel-Ash custom

vari DC-arc source, Aplab's 15 MHz Dual trace oscilloscope, Omniscribe X-Y

recorder, Acousto-optic spectrophotometer, VERA vacuum coating unit, ARL

quantovac direct reader.Digital pro plotter, X-ray generator, industrial

cooler of VTD vacuum coating unit, SPEX Ramalog spectrometer, Microwave power

generators, Agronic capacitance meter, thermo electric cooler for PMT, data

acquisition system for the indigenous ICP-AES, Perkin-Elmer IR-180 IR

spectrophotometer, Pirani penning gauge, digital temperature controller and

tesla coils were attended to remove their defective operation.

C.IL2 MISCELLANEOUS

a) Testing of ECIL's MCA was carried out after procuring the updated software

compatible with PC-AT-486. Results were satisfactory.

b) Photon counting system procured from Electronics Division was coupled to

Laser Raman Spectrometer and tested. Results were satisfactory.

c) Art work, using Circuit Maker software, was done for an ADC circuit and

its PCB was fabricated from outside. This is required as a spare card for

DAS of indigenous ICP-AES.

d) Art work was made with Circuit Maker software for pre-amplifier circuit

and got the PCB fabricated from market.

e) A PC-AT-386 DX 40 MHz was assembled, tested and found working

satisfactorily.
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0 A circuit consisting of a photo detector and an amplifier was fabricated

to monitor the intensity variations in IMP flame.

C.H.3 AUTOMATION AND COMPUTERISATION OF MICRODESITQMETER

(S.N. Jha <fc Ajay Kumar)

The Carl Zeiss (MD-100) microdensitometer has been modified such jhaj the

advancing the photographic film through the micrometer lead screw and taking

the corresponding density readings are automated. This was achieved by

attaching a stepper motor, (controlled by PC based controller card) to

micrometer lead screw and taking the density readings through an ADC card on

the PC. The film can be advanced with a minimum step of 5
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C.m. FABRICATION AIVD TESTING OF OPTICAL COMPONENTS

(R.P.Shukla and D.V.Udupa)

Various types of precision optical components like concave spherical mirrors,

concave cylindrical mirrors, prisms, lenses, optical flats, plane parallel

plates, glass windows have been fabricated in optical workshop to meet the

requirements for R&D activity of our division. These optical components have

been tested by using Zygo Interferometer. The precision of the measurement

in the wavefront distortion and surface shape is A/SO. The spherical

surfaces are fabricated with a surface accuracy of A/10 whereas the plane

surfaces are fabricated with a surface accuracy of A/20. We are capable of

producing optical components up to 200 mm in diameter.

Following table gives the type of optical components supplied to various divisions

of BARC :

S.No. Division Nature of Job Qty.
(Nos.)

1. Nuclear Physics Polishing of CaF2 window 1
Division of thickness 0.5 mm

2. Chemistry Divn. Grinding the Quartz tube 4
of length 35 mm & 50 mm

3 Central Workshop Trepanning glass discs 3
of dia 31 mm

4. Central Workshop Trepanning glass discs 4
of dia 30 mm

5 TPPED Polishing silicon carbide 1
mirror of dia 50 mm and
thickness 50 micron

6 Metallurgy Dn. Grinding the ends of a 1
tube of dia 120 mm and
length 290 mm to make
them parallel
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C.[V MACHINE SHOP ACTIVITIES
(M.B. Guhagarkar, G.L. Bhale)

During the period under review Divisional Workshop has designed and

fabricated sub-assemblies for instruments used in several Divisional

activities as detailed below.

C.IV.l 22 Channel ICP Project

C.IV.la Polychromator .-_---_

1) Moving mechanism for primary slit

The primary slit has to move on a Roland circle of the polychromator

for optimum resolution. Therefore, a moving mechanism of the primary

slit is designed, fabricated and installed on the instrument. A

stepper motor having 200 steps is incorporated, and a counter is

provided on the panel of the instrument to locate the position of the

channel.

2) PMT holder and lens holder

Fabricated a PMT holder mounting for secondary slit assembly of the

polychromator and a lens holder assembly with micrometers for the X and

Y movements of the lens.

3) Fixture

Designed and fabricated a fixture for holding PMT's signal and HV

cables. A covering box is provided for teflon connectors and the

entire fixture.

4) Long, and short terminal strip

Designed and fabricated a long and a short terminal strip for signal

and HV cables. The former is rigidly fixed to the base, while the

later is adjustable using hinges.

5) Variable pin hole mounting

Designed and fabricated a mounting for fixing variable pin hole into

the polychromator entrance slit.
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CIV l.b. Monochromator

Counter Assembly

Designed, fabricated and assembled the counter assembly using bevel gears

which is then coupled to the sine drive mechanism of the monochromator.

C.IV.1.C Nebulizer

i) The needle of the nebulizer is made coaxial with the needle holder.

The nozzle holder unit and the needle holder unit are fitted co-

axially. This co-axiality is very critical in the efficient formation

of aerosol.

ii)Nebulizer holder

Designed and fabricated a nebulizer holder equipped with x.y.z

movements for plasma torch chamber. All movements are provided with

locking systems. These movements help nebulizer to get optimum

alignment of plasma torch with reference to the load coil of R.F.

generator.

C.IV.l.d. Electrode arc chamber
The electrode arc chamber was completely overhauled and making all its

movements free and smooth.

C.IV.2 Synchrotron Project

a) Seya Namioka Monochromator

A stepper motor is coupled to one end and encoder to the other

end of the sine drive mechanism of Seya Namioka monochromator.

b) Slit storing chamber

Designed and fabricated 5045.S vacuum chamber, 600 x 500 x 250

mm in size, with inlet, outlet and gauge ports on the top plate

of the chambers. This was made to keep precision slit assembly

under innert gas atmosphere.
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c) Levelling Table

Designed arid fabricated a levelling table for 2" x 2" x 2"

prism. 3 Nos. of MIO x 0.75 fine pitch levelling screws are used

for the assembly.

d) Vaccum testing of Seya Namioka Mbnochrpmatpr __

For vacuum testing of Seya Namioka monochromator the following jobs

were carried out

i) Fabrication of a fixture Jor

mounting sputter ion pump on the unit,

ii) Connecting turbo pump to the system.

Hi) Design and fabrication of mounts for

limit switches,

iv) Assembling the flanges on the unit.

C.IV.3 Ion-trap Assembly

Designed and fabricated a table cum trolley for mounting ion-trap assembly

and turbo pump. Clamping device is provided for lifting and lowering the

chamber for loading or unloading

A fixture was fabricated for mounting the gate valve between the turbo and

sputter ion pumps of ion-trap assembly.

C.IV.4.CVL pumped Dye Laser

Following mountings having fine levelling screws for initial alignment are

assembled:

Cylindrical lens mount having precise X-Y-Z and angular movement

for fine focussing.



ii) Dye Cell holder provided with X-Y movements.

iii) Tunning mount which can be fined tuned using motorised micrometer

for precision wavelength scanning.

iv) Mirror holder provided with microprecision

movements.

v) Output coupler mounted on X-Y precision translation mount for

optimising laser output.

C.IV.5 RIMS

a) Detector mounting

Designed and fabricated a flange for mounting detector with isolated

feed-throughs and its easing.

b) Thermocouple & feed-through assembly

Designed and fabricated thermocouple and feed-through assembly.

Teflon bushes are used for isolation.

C.IV.6 OPTICS

a) Unit's accessories

i) Designed and fabricated 2 trolleys for ebm gun supply and

mountings for chiller's transformer, rotary and booster pumps.

ii) Designed and fabricated a mounting for Tullu pump with sensor to

prevent unexpected flooding of water in the room.

iii) Fabricated fixture for holding plumping line having three Nos. of

outlets to be used for VTD 902 coating unit.

iv) Fabricated an ionization gauge coupling having gauge

threading on one side and CF flange on the other side.
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b) Accessories for Optics

Accessories for RF Sputtering Unit

i) Designed and fabricated connectors, couplings, flanges, nozzles;

etc. for setting-up R.F. sputtering unit.

ii) Ball bearing assembly

Assembled new ball bearings in substrate mechanism of coating

unit VTD 902

iii) Mesh cover plate

Designed, fabricated and installed mesh cover plate along with

Tullu pump for removing unexpected water flooding in the room.

C.IV.7 RAMAN SPECTROSCOPY STUDIES

Sample holder

Designed and fabricated 2 nos. of sample holders with an arrangement to

accommodate heater and thermocouple made out of OFHC copper for studies of

single crystals.

C.IV.8 X-RAY LAB

X-RAY TUBE MOUNTINGS

Designed and fabricated 2 Nos. of X-ray tube mountings. For mounting of X-

ray tubes, an opening is provided with a shutter on the body of the Bent

Crystal Spectrograph. Bottom plate is provided with 2 Nos. of 9" dia.

apertures.

C.IV.9 PHOTO ELECTRIC COMPARATOR

Designed, fabricated and assembled a device for moving system of carriage of

the comparator. An encoder is assembled to the lead screw of moving system.
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CIV. 10 ACCESSORIES FOR LASER SPECTROSCOPY

a) O.Sm monochromator:Repaired the scanning mechanism of the grating of 0.5 m

monochromator

b) Fabricated end flanges for quartz ablation cell.

c) Fabricated 2 Nos. of blank flanges for laser ablation chamber.

C.IV.ll MOLECULAR SPECTROSCOPY

a) Large quartz and glass prism spectrographs

These spectrographs are overhauled and all movements are reapired and made

smooth. Necessary slit screw, film holder, handle and enclosures are

fabricated and fitted on the spectrographs.

b) Designed and fabricated mounting for hollow cathode lamp.

c) Fabricated 2 Nos. of M.S.hollow cathodes and anodes for molecular

spectroscopy work.
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D.I PAPERS PUBLISHED M JOURNALS

1. Stretch Bend Levels of Acetylene : Analysis of the hot

bands in the 3800 cm1 Region

Y.A.Sarma, R.D'Cunha, G.Guelachvili, R.Farrenq

and K. Narahari Rao

J.Mol. Spectrosc, HI, 561-573 (1995)

2. Stretch Bend Levels of Acetylene : Analysis of the Hot

Bands in the 3300 cm' Region

Y.A.Sarma, R.D'Cunha, G.Guelachvili, R.Farrenq

V. Ma] a thy Devi, D.Chris Benner, and K. Narahari Rao

J.Mol. Spectrosc, 122, 574-584 (1995)

3. Fluorescence Enhancement of Tb3+ in the Tb-aromatic

Acid Complexes : Correlation of Synergistic Enhancement

with the Structure of the Ligand

B.S.Panigrahi, Susy Peter, K.S.Viswanathan and . _

C.K.Mathews

Spectrochimica Acta, Vol. 51A, 2289-2300 (1995)

4. Effect of Ce3+ Ion on the X-ray Induced Fluorescence

Emission from CaS

James Joseph, T.R.Ananthakrishnan, V.P.N.Narnboori

M.R.Rudrawarrier, N.P.Karanjikar and M.J.Kamath

Modern Physics Letters B, Vol. 9, p 1507-1511 (1995)

5. Dynamics of a Non-Degenerate Two-Photon Jaynes Cummings
Model

R.D'Souza and A.SJayarao

Mod. Phys. Letter.Bjg, 665 (1995)

6. Hydrogen flow rate dependence of diamond crystallite size

A.K.Dua, D.D.Pruthi, V.C.George, P.Raj, M.A.Rekha and

A.P.Roy

Solid State Commun., 97, 647 (1996)
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7. Raman Study of phase transition in ferroelectric

Rekha Rao, A.P.Roy, B.A.Dasannacharya, S.Balakumar,

R.Ilangovan and P.Ramasamy

Pramana 47, 145 (1996)

8. Porous Silicon microstructure

S.K.Deb, A.P.Roy and S.Banerjee

Physics of semiconductor Nanostructures

Edited by K.P.Jain (Narosa, New Delhi, 1996)

9. Spectroscopic Beamlines at INDUS-1 Synchrotron

Source Facility

N.C.Das, P.M. Raja Rao, S.V.N.Bhaskara Rao,

B.N. Rajasekhar, P. Saraswathy, S.N.Jha,

S.S.Bhattacharya and A.P.Roy

Proceedings of the 4th International Conference on

Synchrotron Radiation Sources and 2nd Asian Forum on

synchrotron Radiation.

Kyongju, Korea, Ed. Moohum Yoon and Song Hoon Nam,

pp 641-656 (1995)

10. Ray Tracing Scheme for Evaluating the Focusing

Optics of the High Resolution VUV Beam line at INDUS-1

Synchrotron Source

N.C.Das and B.N.Raja Seknar

BARC/1995/E/018

11. UHV Mirror Mounts for Photophysics Beamline at

Indus-1

P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, S.S.Bhattacharya, N.C.Das

B.N.Raja Sekhar and A.P.Roy

Bull. Ind. Vac. Soc., &, 15, 1995
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12. Preparation and Characterization of HDS by FTIR

Spectroscopy - _ ^ = ^ -

G.N.Panday, B.N.Rathj, M.N.Deo, Y.A.Sarma and

R.D'Cunha

BARC/1995/I/002

13. Wedge Plate Shearing Interferometer for Collimation

Testing; use of a Moire' Technique

R.P.Shukla and M.V,Mantravadi

Appl. Opt. 24, 3628 (1995)

14. Rotational Hyperfine Analysis of the (0,0) Band

of the B *z+ — » X 2S+ system of Indium Monoxide

W.J.Balfour, M.D.Saxena, B.J.Shetty, J.M.Brown,

R.F.Barrow, I.B.Malcolm, A.M.James and B.Simard

Molecular Phys. g9_, 13-36 (1996)

15. Generalised Quasiprobability Distribution for

Hermite Polynomial Squeezed States

S. Datta and R.D'Souza

Phys. Utters, A215. 149-153 (1996)

16. Elemental Characterization ofjiigh purity Silicon

metal by using ICP-AES technique

G.S.Ghodgaonkar, B.K.Ankush and P.B,Patil

BARC/(1996)/E/008

17. Optical Design Procedure for the High Resolution VUV
Beamline at INDUS-1

N.C.Das and B.N.Rajasekhar

BARC/1996/E/027
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18. Current Trends in High Resolution Spectroscopy of

Polyatomic Molecules

R.D'Cunha

Atomic, Molecular and Cluster Physics. Ed. S.A.Ahmad

p.292 (1997) (Narosa Publishing House)

19. Analysis of Vibration-Rotation Interactions in Symmetric

Top and Asymmetric Top Molecules

V.A.Job

Spectroscopy : Perspectives and Frontiers

Ed. A.P.Roy, pp. 176-190 (1997)

(Narosa Publishing House)

20. Prof. R.K.Asundi's Enduirng Legacy: High Resolution

Diatomic Spectroscopy at BARC

T.K.Balasubramanian

pp 1 IS-129, ibid

21. Spectroscopic Research Using Indus-1

A.P.Roy

pp. 312-321, ibid

22. High Resolution Atomic Spectroscopy of Rare Earths
S.A.Ahmad

pp 821-356, ibid

23. VibrationaJ Structure of the A \ — » X z + and

B *II| — » X Z Transitions of Gallium Monochloride
M.D.Saxena, R.Venkatasubramanian and M.Singh
Can. J. Phys. 25, 191 (1997)

24. Rovibrational Matrix Elements of Multiple Moments

of the H2 Molecule

A.P.Mishra and T.K.Balasubramanian
Molecular Phys., 90, 895 (1997)
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25. Some Application of Murty Interferometer : A Review

R.P.Shukla and Danuel Malacara

Optics and Laser in Engineering, 22* 1- (1997)

26. Beam foil Spectrum of Magnesium
B.N.Raja Sekhar, P. Saraswathy, Aparna Shastri,

P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, M. Jagadeesh, M.B.Kurup and

K.G.Prasad

Ind. J. Phys. 7_ifi, 651, 1997

27. Mirror Boxes and Mirror Mounts for photophysics Beamline
P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, B.N.Rajasekhar, N.C.Das,

H.A.Khan, S.S.Bhattacharya, A.S.Raja Rao and

A.P.Roy

Sadhana J. Phys. 22, 1, 1997

28. Spectrometric Analysis of High Purity Zirconium Metal for
Hafnium and other Impurities by ICP-AES Technique
S.S.Deshpande, S.V.N.Bhaskara Rao and G.S.Ghodgaonkar
BARC/1997/E/002

29. The design, fabrication and testing of an air spaced

Fabry-Perot etalon for Dye Laser Wavelength Stabilization

System

D.V.Udupa, S.Thakur an4 R.P.Shukla

BARC/1997/E/023

30. Studies on Pollution Measurements of Ground Water for

Ultra-trace Level of some Metallic Impurities, by

using ICP-AES technique, after a Rapid Pre-concentration

P.B.Patil, G.S.Ghodgaonkar, S.S.Biswas

BARC/1997/E/029
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31. Cofluorescence of Eu3+ in Complexes of

Aromatic Carboxylic Acids

B.S.Panigrahi, Susy Peter and K.S.Viswanathan

Spectrochimica Acta (in press)

32. Coriolis Interactions in the v^,v ,v^
2 4a 4b

and v states of Phospine dt

R.J.Kshirsagar and V.A.Job

J. Mol. Spectrosc (1997) Accepted

33. The High Resolution Infrared Spectrum

of the vi/2v2 Fermi Dyad Bands of COF2.

R.D'Cunha,V.A.Job,G.Rajappan,V.Maiathy Devi,

W.J.Laffety and A.Weber

J. Mol. Spectrosc. (1997)

34. Vibration-rotation interactions in PH2D

R.J.Kshirsagar and V.A.Job

J. Mol. Spectrosc. (in press) (1997)

35. Laser Enhanced Ionisation Spectrometry:

A. Review

P.P. Khanna and S.A. Ahmad

"Advanced Laser Spectroscopy and Applications"

Eds H.D. Bist et al, Allied Publishers Ltd.,

pp. 293-307 (1996)

36. Isotope Shift Studies in the Second Spectrum

of neodymium in UV Region

S.M. Afzal, S.6. Nakhate and S.A. Ahmad

Z.Physik, D37, pp 249-253 (1996)
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37. New Odd-Parity High-Lying Energy Levels of

Europium Atom by Resonance lonisatipn'

Spectroscopy

S.G. Nakhate, M.A.N. Razvi, G.L. Bhale*and

S.A.Ahmad

J.Phys.B: At.Mol. Opt. Phys. 29,

pp. 1439-1450 (1996)

38. Term Isotope Shifts of High Lying Odd and

Even Energy Levels of Nd II

S.G. Nakhate, S.N. Afzal and S.A. Ahmad

Z. Physik D (In Press)

39. Isotope Shift Studies in Spectrum of

Gadolinium in UV Region and Term Shifts of

High Even Levels of Gd I Electronic

Configurations of High Lying Even Energy Levels

S.M. Afzal, A. Venugopalan and S.A. Ahmad

Z. Phys. D (Accepted for publication)

40. Atomic Spectroscopy in Hollow Cathode

Discharges and Heat-pipe Oven with

CW and Pulsed Dye Lasers

S.A. Ahmad, B.N. Jagatap and S.G. Nakhate

"Atomic Molecular" and Cluster Physics",

pp 96-113

Ed. S.A. Ahmad, Narosa Publishing House,

New Delhi (1997)

41. Phase Conjugation Spectroscopy

V.K. Mago and S.A. Ahmad

"Atomic, Molecular and Cluster Physics",

pp. 140-147, Ed S.A. Ahmad

Narosa Publishing House, New Delhi (1997)
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D.IL PAPERS PRESENTED IN CONFERENCES, SYMPOSIA ETC.

1. Rotational Fine and Hyperfine Analysis of the

(0,0) Band of the B 2 ! —» X2! system of Indium

Monoxide

W.J. Balfour, M.D. Saksena and B.J. Shetty

and R.F. Barrow, J.M. Brown and I.D. Malcolm

23rd International Symposium of Free Radicals,

Victoria, Canada, August 1995

2. Professor R.K. Asundi's Enduring Legacy : High

Resolution Diatomic Spectroscopy at BARC

T.K. Balasubramanian

International Conference on Spectroscopy:

Perspectives & Frontiers, BARC, Bombay, Jan 3-5,1996

3. Radiative Lifetimes of the Metastable .... nps(n+l)s
3 P j o Levels in Na+, K+, Rb+ and Cs+

A.P. Mishra and T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid

4. Electronic Spectrum of the Antimony Monoxide Radical

Revisited: Studies with the single Isotope 121Sb

R.Venkatasubramanian, Sheila Gopal, M.Singh and

T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid

5. Studies on the Vibrational Structure of the

&\-> X ]z+ and B'lij-* Xlz+ Systems of Gallium

Monochloride (GaCl)

M.D. Saksena, R. Venkatasubramanian and M. Singh

ibid
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6. Reinvestigation of the Rotational Structure

of the a'n -- X1!* Transition of Aluminium

Monochloride

M.D. Saksena, V.S. Dixit and M. Singh

ibid

7. Emission spectrum of Germanium Monosulphide:

Studies using Enriched Isotopes of Germanium

Sunanda Krishnakumar, B.J. Shetty and

T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid

8. Theoretical lifetimes for the (V=0,J) Rotation-

Vibration Levels in the X 2 ^ Metastable spin

Substate of HBr+

Sunanda Krishnakumar and T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid

9. Quantitative Study of Rotational Intensity

Distribution in the a3n -- .X1 "̂1" Transition of

Gallium Monohydride

B.J. Shetty, Omana Narayanan and T.K. Balasubramanian
ibid.

10. Beam foil Spectrum of.JHuorine

B.N. Raja Sekhar, Saraswathy Padmanabhan, P. Meenakshi

Raja Rao, M.B. Kurup and K.C. Prasad

ibid. __.. '-

11. A One Meter VUV Monochromator for the Photophysics
Beamline at Indus!

P.Meenakshi Raja Rao, Saraswathy Padmanabhan,

N.C. Das, B.N. Raja Sekhar, H.A. Khan,

S.S. Bhattacharya and A.P. Roy

ibid.
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12. Carbon Spectrum Emitted from a 2 KJ Plasma Focus

Source
P. Saraswathy , P.M. Raja Rao, H.A. Khan, R.K. Rout

and A. Bansal

ibid.

13. Analysis of vibration-Rotation interactions in

Symmetric and Asymmetric Top Molecules

V.A. Job (invited talk)

ibid.

14. The High Resolution Infrared Spectrum Fermi Diad

Bands of Carbonyl Fluoride

R.D'Cunha, V. Malathy Devi and Alfons Weber

ibid.

15. The IMT bands of Acetylene in the 3 nm region:

Effect of Fermi and 1-type resonances

R.D'Cunha, Y.A. Sarma, V.A. Job, G. Guelachvili,

R. Farrenq and K. Narahari Rao

ibid.

16. Perturbations in the 3pm spectral region of

Methylene Fluoride

M.N. Deo, R.D'Cunha and A. Weber
ibid.

17. Study of Hot Bands of the Isotopomers of
Methyl Acetylene

G. Rajappan and V.A. Job

ibid.
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18. Vibration-Rotation Interactions in PH2D

R.J. Kshirsagar, V.A. Job, Y.A. Sarma and

R.D'Cunha

ibid.

19. Laser Raman and FTIR Spectral Studies of the

Single Crystals Na}BaClj. and (NH^j BaCls 2H2O

V. Sugandhi , S. Thomas, N.P.Karanjikar, A.P. Roy

M.A. Khandaswamy and V. Srinivasan

ibid.

20. Laser and X-ray Excited Optical Luminescence

spectra of Pr+3 doped LuPO4

N.P. Karanjikar, M.J. Kamat, S. Thomas and

R.C. NaUc

ibid.

21. Infrared and Raman Spectral Studies of Diamond

like Carbon Films

V.Sugandhi , R.D'Cunha, A.P. Roy, D.S. Patil,

K. Ramachandran and N. Venkatramani
ibid.

22. Membrane Interaction Through Fluorescence Spectra
V. Sugandhi and V.B. Kartha
ibid.

23. IR, Raman and Fluorescence Studies on the

Interaction of Protoporphyrin with Model Membranes

S.B. Kartha and V. Sugandhi
ibid.
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24. Jet-Cooled Spectra of CF3Br with the Diode laser

and Side Band CO2 Laser Optothermal Spectrometer

Stephen C. Stone, Li-Hong Xu, G.T. Fraser,

Alfons Weber, Romola D'Cunha, V.Malathy Devi,

D. Chris Benner and Mary Ann H. Smith

ibid.

25. Beamfoil Spectrum of Fluorine
B.N. Raja Sekhar, Saraswathy P., P.Meenakshi

Raja Rao, M.B. Kurup and K.G. Prasad

ibid.

26. Spectrometric analysis of high purity silicon

metal for trace impurities, by ICP-AES method

G.S.Ghodgaonkar, B.K. Ankush and P.B. Patil

ibid.

27. The Design, Fabrication and Performance Evaluation

of a Scanning Monochromator for Rare Earth Elements

analysis

R.P. Shukla, D.V. Udupa, S.S. Biswas, Manika Das,

S.V.G. Ravindranath, S.M. Marathe, A.K. Sinha,

M.B. Guhagarkar and A.P. Roy

23rd national O.S.I. Symposium on

Optics and Opto-electronics,

March 14-16, 1996, I.R.D.E., Dehradun

28. Pressure Induced Crystalline to Amorphous

Transition in Calcium Phosphates

S.N. Vaidya, V. Sugandhi and A.P. Roy

International Conference on Condensed Matter

Physics under Pressure, Nov. 11-15,(19%), BARC,

Mumbai



29. Beamfoil Spectroscopy and Applications to

Astrophysics

X Workshop on Atomic and Molecular Physics,

Dec. 17-20 (1996) I.I.T., Madras

30. Spectroscopic Characterization of the Antimony

Monoxide (SbO) Radicahlnvestigations Using
l2lSb Enriched isotope

R. Venkatasubramanian, Sheila Gopal, Mahavir Singh

and T.K. Balasubramanian

National Symposium on Radiation and Photochemistry,

Jan. 8-10, (1997) Andhra University, Vishakhaptnam

31. Image Evaluation of the High Resolution Vacuum

Ultraviolet Spectrometer on INDUS-1 Synchrotron

Source

N.C. Das

XXIV National Symposium of the

Optical Society of India held

January 30 to February 1, (1997) Calcutta

32. Intensity Mechanisms in Forbidden Diatomic Spectra:

Some Subtle Aspects

T.K. Balasubramanian

National Conference on Spectrophysics (NCONS 97)

Feb. 10-12, (1997) Chennai

33. Investigation of the A'TT -- x 'z + System of

^GeS and 74GeS

B.J. Shetty, Sunanda Krishnakumar and

T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid.
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34. Rovibrational Matrix Elements of the Higher

Order Multipole Moments and of the (Linear)

Polarizability of the H2 Molecule

A.P. Mishra and T.K. Balasubramanian

ibid.

35. Laser Interferometer for Measuring Refractive

Index of Transparent Materials and Testing

Optical Components

R.P. Shukla

Proceedings of Symposium on "Laser Applications

in Material Science and Industry"

Feb. 26-28, 1997, IGCAR, Kalpakkam

36. Raman Spectral Studies on Phase Transition in

Na3BaCl5 2H20 and (NH4)3 BaCl5 2H20 Single

Crystals

V. Sugandhi , Susy Thomas, N.P. Karanjikar,

A.P. Roy, M.A. Khandaswamy and V. Srinivasan

Symposium on Laser Applications in Material

Science and industry

Feb.26-28,(1997), IGCAR, Kalpakkam

37. Analysis of Rare Earth Elements in Sm Doped

Glass Matrix

S.N. Jha, S.K. Kapoor, S.K. Malhotra, R. Kaimal

and M.J. Kamat

6th National Seminar on X-ray Spectroscopy and

Allied Areas

Nov. 17-19, (1997), RATLAM
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38. Term Isotope Shifts and Electronic Configurations

of High Lying Levels of Dy I

B.K. Ankush, A. Venugopalan and S.A. Ahmad

International Conf. on Spectroscopy:Perspectives &

Frontiers (INCONS-96) BARC, Bombay,January3-5,1996

39. Atomic Isotope Shift Measurement by Resonance

Ionisation Mass Spectrometry

Pushpa M. Rao, M.A.N. Razvi, G.L. Bhale and

S.A. Ahmad

INCONS-96

40. Two-Colour Laser Photoionisation of Atoms with

a Two-Photon Absorption Step and The Role of

the Virtual State

S.G. Nakhate, M.A.N. Razvi and S.A. Ahmad

INCONS-96

41. Multiphoton Ionisation Spectroscopy of Europium

and Identification of New High-Lying Odd parity

Levels of Eu I

S.G. Nakhate, M.A.N. Razvi, G.L. Bhale and

S.A. Ahmad

INCONS-96

42. High Resolution Atomic Spectroscopy of Rare

Earths at BARC

S.A. Ahmad

INCONS-1996
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43. New Odd Parity High Lying Energy Levels of

Europium Atom by Resonance Ionisation

Spectroscopy

S.G. Nakhate, M.A.N. Razvi, 6.L. Bhale and

S.A. Ahmad

Proc. of National Laser Symposium. Abst. G9,

BARC, Mumbai Jan 17-19 (1996)

44. Term Isotope Shifts in Odd and Even Parity

Energy Levels of Neutral Dysprosium Atom

B.K. Ankush, A. Venugopalan and S.A. Ahmad

Proc. of XI National Conf. on Atomic & Mol.

Physics, Abstract No. P37, IIT Madras, Dec.17-20

(1996)

D.III BOOK

1. Spectroscopy : Perspectives and Frontiers

Bdited by A.P. Roy (Narosa, New Delhi, 1997)

2. ".Atomic, Molecular and Cluster Physics"

Edited by S.A. Ahmad (Narosa, New Delhi,1997)
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D.IV MISCELLANEOUS

D.IV.l The following Scientists of this division were

awarded Ph.D. degree during this period

a) Shri M.A.N.Razvj

Laser Induced Fluorescence, Photo Dissociation and

Photoionization of Some Alkali Atoms and Molecules

b) Ms.Savita Narang

Infrared, Raman and Photoacoustic Spectroscopy of

Solids and Crystalline Materials.

D.IV.2 The following theses were submitted to Bombay University

for the award of Ph.D.Degree

a) Ms. Geetha Rajappan

High Resolution Infrared Spectra of Polyatomic

Molecules

b) Shri U.S.Salgaonkar

Laser Spectroscopy of Atoms and Molecules

c) Ms.D.Bhattacharya

Preparation and Spectroscopic Characterization of

Laser Ablated Films

D.IV.3 A 5-lecture course on "Electronics and Instrumentation"

was given to 40th batch of Chemistry Trainees

D. IV.4 Invited Talks given by the scientists of this division during the period:

i) Spectroscopic Studies of Environmental Pollutants

Talk given to the the Students of the Governor's School,

College of William and Mary, Hampton, VA, USA,
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' ii) FITR and Raman Spectroscopic Studies

a) Principles and Applications

b) Chemical and Biological Applications

UGC sponsered National Workshop for

University teachers in Biochemistry,Kalina, Mumbai

iii) Photophysics and High Resolution VUV Beamlines on lndus-l

Indus-1 - SPring-8 Joint Workshop held at IUC, Indore

iv) a) Characterization of Synchrotron Radiation Source

b) Optical Components for SRS Beamline

c) Monochromators for SRS Beamline

d) Beamlines for Utilizing Synchrotron Radiation

School on "Solid State Physics with VUV Synchrotron

and Related Techniques" held at Indian Institute

of Science, Bangalore

v) Spectroscopy Beamline at lndus-l

NSRP-II, Punjabi University, Patiala

vi) Spectroscopy Beam Lines at Indus-1 and Application

of SRS to Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy

SERC School on Solid State Physics with VUV SRS

and Related Techniques held at IISc, Banaglore

vii) Photoabsorption and Emission Spectroscopy Experiments

SRS

SERC School on Atomic and Molecular Spectroscopy,

CAT, Indore

viii) Planned Experiments on Photophysics and High Resolution

VUV Beamlines at Indus-1

Annual School on Science with SRS and Indo-Japanese

Meeting on SPring-8 Utilization , IUC-DAEF, Indore
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ix) Testing of Optical Components and Optical Surfaces

Western Regional Instrumentation Centre, ^ —

University Campus, Kalina, Mumbai

*(a) Spectroscopy of R.EJons doped Solids and its applications

(b) Emission spectroscopic Techniques for Elemental Analysis

Refresher Course for Post Graduate students of

North Maharashtra University, Jalgaon.

D.IV.5 The following Scientists were on deputation/post doctoral

Fellowships abroad

a) Dr.(Mrs.) R.D'Cunha was on deputation from June-Aug 1995,

at the NASA Langley Research Centre, Hampton, Virginia

and the National Institute of Standards and Technology,

Gaithersburg

b) Dr.M.N.Deo worked as post-doctoral fellow

(April 1995 - March 1996) at the Molecular Sciences of

Academia, Sinica, Taipei

c) Dr.M.N.Deo (April 1996) Taiwan Nobeyama Radio Observatory,

Nagano, 384-13, Japan (Under JSPS program)

d) Dr.R.J.Kshirsagar, PDF at NASA Ames Research Centre,

Moffet Field, California, USA (May 1996- )

e) Dr.M.A.N.Razvi at Institute for Physics,

University of Mainz, Germany (July 1997 - )

f) Dr.N.K.Sahoo at the NARA Centre, ALABAMA, USA
(1996- )
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D.IV.6 1. Dr. S.A. Ahmad was the Director of the

Third SERC School on Photon-Atom/Molecule

Interaction" organised by Dept. of Science and

Technology at Centre of Advanced Technology,

Indore from Dec. 11-30, 1995, in which

he delivered 4 lectures on "Atoms in Intense

Laser Fields" and 2 lectures on "Global Scenario

in Atomic Physics"

2. Dr. S.A. Ahmad was the Course Director of "SERC

School in Non-Linear Optics and Laser

Spectroscopy" organised by Dept. of Science and

Technology at IIT, New Delhi from March 10-28

(1997)
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